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This simulation study compared the performance of two multilevel measurement 

testlet (MMMT) models: Beretvas and Walker’s (2008) two-level MMMT model and 

Jiao, Wang, and Kamata’s (2005) three-level model. Several conditions were 

manipulated (including testlet length, sample size, and the pattern of the testlet effects) to 

assess the impact on the estimation of fixed and random effect parameters.  

While testlets, in which items share the same stimulus, are common in educational 

tests, testlet item scores violate the assumption of local item independence (LID) 

underlying item response theory (IRT). Modeling LID has been widely discussed in 

previous studies (for example, Bradlow, Wainer, and Wang, 1999; Wang, Bradlow, and 

Wainer, 2002; Wang, Cheng, and Wilson, 2005)More recently, Jiao et al. (2005) 

proposed a three-level MMMT (MMMT-3r) in which items are modeled as nested within 

testlets (level two) and then testlets are nested with persons (level three).  
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Testlet effects are typically modeled as random in previous studies involving LID. 

However, item effects (difficulties) are commonly modeled as fixed under IRT models: 

that is, persons with the same ability level are assumed to have the same probability of 

answering an item correctly. Therefore, it is also important that a testlet effects model 

permit modeling of item effects as fixed. Moreover, modeling testlet effect as random 

implies testlets are being sampled from a larger population of testlets. However, as with 

item effects, researchers are typically more interested in a particular set of items or 

testlets that are being used in an assessment. Given the interest of the researcher or 

psychometrician using a testlet response model, it seems more useful to use a testlet 

response model that permits modeling testlets effects as fixed. 

An alternative MMMT that permits modeling testlet effect as fixed and/or 

randomly varying has been proposed (Beretvas and Walker, 2008). The MMMT-2f and 

MMMT-2r models treat testlet effects as item-set-specific but not person-specific. 

However, no simulation has been conducted to assess how this proposed model performs.  

The current study compared the performance of the MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r with 

that of the MMMT-3r. Results of the present simulation study showed that the MMMT-2r 

yielded the best parameter bias in estimation on fixed item effects, fixed testlet effects, 

and random testlet effects for conditions with nonzero equal pattern of random testlet 

effects’ variance even when the MMMMT-2r was not the generating model. However, 

random effects estimation did not perform well when unequal random testlet effects’ 

variances were generated. Fit indices did not perform well either as other studies have 

found. And it should be emphasized that model differences were of very little practical 
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significance. From a modeling perspective, MMMT-2r does allow the greatest flexibility 

in terms of modeling testlet effects as fixed, random, or both.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Wainer and Kiely defined a testlet as “a group of items related to a single content 

area that is developed as a unit and contains a fixed number of predetermined paths 

that an examinee may follow” (1987, p. 190). Due to the widespread use of testlets in 

many educational assessments, estimation of item parameters and examinees’ ability 

using testlet-based tests is an important issue. However, one of the important 

assumptions underlying item response theory (IRT) models—local independence 

(LID)—is violated with testlet-based data. Because items within a testlet share a 

common stimulus such as a reading paragraph or a diagram, item scores can no longer 

be assumed to be statistically independent.  

Many previous studies (e.g., Yen, 1984; Ackerman, 1987, Sireci, Thissen & 

Wainer, 1991; Yen, 1993; Chen & Thissen, 1996; Tuerlinckx & De Boeck, 2001) have 

investigated the effects of ignoring LID. Results have indicated that item difficulty 

and discrimination parameters were inflated, and estimation of trait parameters was 

biased at the low and high ends of the ability continuum (Ackerman, 1987; Tuerlinckx 

& De Boeck, 2001). Moreover, ignoring LID resulted in problematic equating results 

and overestimated reliability and test information (Yen, 1984, 1993; Thissen, 

Steinberg & Mooney, 1989; Sireci, Thissen & Wainer, 1991).  

To account for the dependence within a testlet, several testlet response theory 
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(TRT) models have been proposed. Bradlow, Wainer, and Wang (1999), Wainer, 

Bradlow, and Du (2000), and Wang and Wilson (2005) proposed the 2PL-TRT, the 

3PL-TRT, and the 1PL-TRT models, respectively. In all of these models, the testlet 

effect is modeled as an adjustment to an examinee’s ability due to the presence of LID. 

In addition, constant testlet effect variance is assumed in the 2PL-TRT model. 

However, these TRT models fail to take into account the dependence originating from 

higher levels of clustering.  

Social science researchers are commonly interested in investigating how 

individuals act within their social contexts. The subjects in such research usually can 

be described by individual or social group variables that define individuals and social 

groups within a hierarchy. Therefore, hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) is 

commonly used in the behavioral and social sciences, where hierarchical data 

structures are commonly encountered. For example, researchers can describe students 

in schools by collecting data about individual characteristics, such as gender and 

learning attitude, as well as by collecting data describing the students’ schools, such 

as school size. Data from such research would be considered as consisting of two 

levels: students (level one) clustered within schools (level two). HLM could be used 

to appropriately analyze the influences of variables at both levels on student 

outcomes. 
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The hierarchical generalized linear model (HGLM) has also attracted the interest 

of educational researchers for handling nested data. This is because HGLM is an 

extension of the generalized linear model (GLM) for hierarchical data that enables 

modeling of clustered data while handling non-normally distributed error terms. For 

example, an outcome of interest might be whether a student passes a test, and thus the 

outcome is dichotomous with a non-normally-distributed error term.  

IRT is commonly used in educational testing to describe the abilities of 

examinees and the properties of a test’s items. Over the last few years, several authors 

have demonstrated how the Rasch family of models (Rasch, 1960) can be 

conceptualized as fitting within HGLM (Cheong & Raudenbush, 2000; Kamata, 1998; 

2001). An IRT model can be conceived of as a hierarchical model in which items are 

treated as being nested within examinees. As a result, the Rasch model can be 

conceptualized as a multilevel model. The use of HGLM allows researchers to model 

the clustering commonly found in data, which is typically ignored in traditional IRT 

estimation (Kamata, 1998). The family of models that combine IRT and HGLM are 

sometimes referred to as “multilevel measurement models” (MMMs) with categorical 

measurement indicators (Beretvas & Kamata, 2005). 

Although the use of HGLM for modeling IRT parameters has been widely 

discussed, the combination of TRT and HGLM is rarely used (Jiao, Wang & Kamata, 
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2005). Jiao, Wang, and Kamata (2005) introduced a multilevel testlet model (hereafter 

termed “MMMT-3r”) in which item scores are level one units that are nested within 

testlets at level two, which in turn are nested within examinees at level three. In Jiao 

et al.’s (2005) study, testlet effects were thus modeled as person-specific random 

effects.   

This dissertation describes a more flexible testlet response model (Beretvas & 

Walker, 2008) that permits modeling of testlet effect as random, fixed, or 

nonrandomly varying. This model is an extension of the family of MMMs and thus 

also permits modeling the clustering of students within contexts such as classrooms or 

schools.  

A primary benefit of supporting use of the multilevel measurement model for 

testlets (MMMT) is its flexibility in modeling differential item functioning (DIF), 

differential testlet functioning (DTF), and impact. One of the major contributions of 

MMMT is its capability to introduce higher levels of clustering into the modeling of 

item responses. The present study was designed to compare estimation using this 

model in comparison with using an alternative version of MMMT proposed by Jiao, 

Wang, and Kamata (2005).  

This dissertation presents the details of a simulation study that used datasets 

generated to fit Beretvas and Walker’s (2008) multilevel measurement model for fixed 
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testlet effects (MMMT-2f) and their multilevel measurement model for random testlet 

effects (MMMT-2r). A subset of conditions resulted in data generated to fit MMMT-2r 

and the MMMT-3r. The MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r models were fitted to 

each dataset. Performance in terms of parameter and standard error recovery and 

model fit were compared across these three models under a variety of simulated 

conditions. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The six topics covered in this chapter are necessary to understand the intent and outcomes 

of this study. The first section contains a brief review of item response theory (IRT) and its 

underlying assumptions, and the second section contains a discussion of dichotomous IRT 

models. The third section presents testlet response theory models. The fourth section presents 

hierarchical linear models, and the fifth section provides an introduction to hierarchical 

generalized linear models. The sixth section provides details about the multilevel measurement 

model that combines the hierarchical generalized linear model with item response theory, to 

provide a transition for discussion of the multilevel testlet response model. 

Item Response Theory 

Item response theory (IRT) models are designed to model examinees’ latent trait based on 

respondents’ patterns of item responses. Both examinees’ trait levels and item properties are 

specified in IRT models. The probability of answering an item correctly is modeled as a function 

of person ability and item parameters. While IRT models differ in the mathematical form of the 

associated item characteristic function and the number of parameters estimated, all IRT models 

contain one or more item parameters to describe the probability of a certain score on an item, 

given a person’s ability (Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991; Embretson & Reise, 2000).  
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Assumptions 

The first key assumption for dichotomous IRT models is unidimensionality, which means 

that only one trait is measured by the items that make up the test of interest.  

The second key assumption for dichotomous IRT models is that the item characteristic 

curve (ICC) describes the true relationship between the latent variable (trait) and the observed 

variables (item responses), increasing monotonically—that is, the higher the ability level, the 

higher the probability of a correct response.  

The third key assumption for dichotomous IRT models is local item independence, which 

means that, if an examinee’s trait is taken into account, there is no remaining relationship among 

the examinee’s responses to different items. That is, controlling for ability, an examinee’s 

response to one item does not influence the response to another item. If the assumption of local 

independence is met, then the probability of a response pattern for a set of items for a given trait 

level is equal to the product of the probabilities of the individual’s response to each item 

(Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991). 

Measurement Models for Item Response Theory 

IRT models can be classified into two families, defined by how items are scored. The first 

family consists of dichotomous IRT models, which are used when the dependent variable 
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consists of dichotomous responses such as correct/incorrect, agree/disagree, or success/failure. 

For example, multiple-choice and true-false items are typically scored dichotomously. The 

second family consists of the polytomous IRT models, which are used when items contain 

multiple response categories, such as for attitude surveys and personality assessment tests. Only 

dichotomous models will be discussed in detail. 

Dichotomous IRT Models 

The three most popular unidimensional dichotomous IRT models are the one-, two-, and 

three-parameter logistic models, which differ in the number of parameters associated with items. 

The three-parameter logistic model includes parameters for item difficulty, item discrimination, 

and guessing. The two-parameter logistic model is a mathematical simplification of the 

three-parameter logistic model, with the guessing parameter constrained to zero. The 

one-parameter logistic model is a simplification of the two-parameter logistic model, with item 

discrimination values constrained to be equal.  

3PL. The three-parameter logistic model (3PL; Birnbaum, 1968), which incorporates item 

difficulty and discrimination parameters and an additional parameter to accommodate guessing 

behavior, can be expressed as  
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( )ijP θ  is the probability that examinee j answers item i correctly (i.e., 1
i

X = ). Variable 
j

θ  is 

the trait level for examinee j. Parameter 
i

b
 
is item i’s difficulty level, which occurs at the point 

of inflection of the ICC and represents the location for a probability of 
1

2

i
c+

. Parameter 
i

a  is 

item i’s item discrimination value, which is proportional to the slope of the ICC at the point 
i

b  

on the ability scale. Parameter 
i

c  is the pseudo-guessing value. The pseudo-guessing parameter 

models a non-zero probability of success for examinees with low ability, and thus it indicates the 

lower asymptote for the ICC (Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991; Embretson & Reise, 

2000). 

Neither the 1PL nor 2PL model includes a parameter for a non-zero probability of guessing. 

Therefore, in both models the lower left asymptotes of the ICC is at zero. However, the 

assumption of non-guessing behavior is not always plausible in real datasets. For example, when 

an item can be solved by guessing, as in multiple choice questions, the probability of a correct 

answer for examinees with very low ability can be greater than zero. 

2PL. The two-parameter logistic model (2PL; Birnbaum, 1968) includes item difficulty and 

discrimination as parameters and assumes a zero left asymptote for the ICC. The probability that 
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an examinee solves item i correctly is given by the equation  

 ( )
( )

1
1|
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ij i j

i j i
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exp a b

θ
θ

= =
 + − − 

 (2) 

where 
j

θ  is examinee j’s ability and 
i

b  is the item difficulty parameter for item i. The 
i

b  

parameter under the 2PL model is the point on the ability continuum where the probability of a 

correct response is 0.5. The higher the value of 
i

a , the steeper the ICC is. A steeper ICC implies 

an item is more discriminating in separating examinees into different ability levels (Hambleton, 

Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991). Sometimes it can be assumed that all items share a common item 

discrimination value. If this is the case and if the left asymptote can be assumed to be zero, then 

a simplification of the 2PL model can be used to model item responses. 

1PL. The simplest dichotomous IRT model is the one-parameter logistic (1PL) model, also 

known as the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960). The equation for the 1PL model is 

 ( )
( )

1
1|

1
ij i j

j i

P X
exp b

θ
θ

= =
 + − − 

.  (3) 

In the 1PL model, item difficulty 
i

b  is the only parameter, which indicates the position of 

the ICC in relation to the ability scale. The parameter 
i

b  has the same definition as in 2PL. The 

greater the value of 
i

b , the greater the ability required to answer the item correctly. Because 
i

b  

is the only item parameter, ICCs may differ in location but not in slope. 
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The present study focused solely on the Rasch model, for two reasons. First, the primary 

purpose of the study was to demonstrate how well the testlet response model functions when fit 

within a multilevel modeling framework, and the Rasch model was used for the sake of 

simplicity. Second, many testing companies use the Rasch model as a practical consideration.  

Many standardized educational and psychological tests contain items that share a common 

stimulus, an aggregation of items that is often called a testlet (Wainer & Kiely, 1987) or an item 

bundle (Rosenbaum, 1988). In a testlet-based test, the underlying IRT assumption of local item 

independence is violated. Thus, testlet response theory (TRT) has been developed to model such 

dependence, as described in the next section. 

Testlet Response Theory (TRT) 

Testlets are commonly used in educational tests. Wainer and Kiely defined a testlet as “a 

group of items related to a single content area that is developed as a unit and contains a fixed 

number of predetermined paths that an examinee may follow” (1987, p.190). Because items 

within a testlet share the same stimulus, item scores cannot be assumed to be independent. An 

examinee’s response to an item is influenced by the same stimulus that affects responses to other 

items in the same testlet. Therefore, the assumption of local item independence is violated, and 

the testlet provides a source of local item dependence (LID; Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 
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1991).  

Local Item Dependence 

Research has been conducted to assess the effects of ignoring LID. Tuerlinckx and De 

Boeck (2001) found that violation of this assumption will lead to biased person and item 

parameter estimates. In addition, ignoring LID has been found to lead to overestimates of test 

information and reliability (Thissen, Steinberg & Mooney, 1989; Sireci, Thissen & Wainer, 1991). 

Thus, correct modeling and identification of LID is essential.  

 Researchers have identified various types of LID and factors that cause LID. Hoskens and 

De Boeck (1997) classified LID into two types: order dependency and combination dependency. 

Order dependency occurs when responses to earlier items influence responses to following items. 

Combination dependency occurs in scenarios in which a stimulus such as a paragraph or graph is 

common to a set of items. Ferrara, Huynh, and Baghi (1997) and Ferrara, Huynh, and Michaels 

(1999) identified how items’ contextual characteristics, content requirements, and response 

requirements differentiate locally dependent and independent item clusters in a large-scale 

educational performance assessment. The term content requirements refers to the material 

examinees should command in order to answer these items correctly, such as being able to 

construct a diagram or explain previous answers.  
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Yen (1993) proposed 11 possible causes of LID. Some of the causes in Yen’s (1993) list 

were similar to those cited in Ferrara et al.’s (1997) study, such as passage dependence and item 

chaining. The definitions of combination dependency (Hoskens & De Boeck, 1997) and passage 

dependence (Yen, 1993) appear to be consistent with the type of LID introduced by testlets.  

Many testlet response models have been developed to handle violations of the LID 

assumption introduced by testlet datasets. An overview follows of studies indicating that 

ignoring LID when fitting standard IRT models to datasets with LID has resulted in problematic 

estimation of parameters, test reliability, and test equating results. 

Fitting Standard IRT Models to Testlet-Based Tests 

Yen (1984) examined the effects of LID on fit and equating performance when the 3PL 

model was used to estimate item and person parameters, using both simulated and real data. 

Problematic equating results occurred when there was LID among a test’s items.  

Ackerman (1987) used a model proposed by Spray and Ackerman (1986) to generate data 

with varying degrees of response dependence. Item and person parameters were estimated using 

the simulated datasets and assuming the mis-specified 2PL model. Results indicated that when 

LID was ignored, item discrimination parameters were more inflated than were item difficulty 

parameters. In addition, the estimation of ability parameters was biased at the lower and upper 
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tails of the trait continuum. For examinees with low ability and high ability, ability was 

overestimated and underestimated, respectively.  

Sireci, Thissen, and Wainer (1991) calculated reliability coefficients based on traditional test 

theory and based on IRT for scores on two reading comprehension tests that consisted of 

testlets. The researchers intended to evaluate the extent to which LID can influence estimation 

of reliability and test information. The test was treated as either independent item-based or 

testlet-based. Comparing results from the item-based and testlet-based models, they found that 

failing to correctly model LID resulted in seriously overestimated reliability.  

Yen (1993) used two operational tests to evaluate the effects of LID when it was ignored. 

To distinguish which items had LID and which items did not, the locally dependent items were 

identified using Yen’s Q3 statistic (Yen, 1984). Both operational tests were then analyzed using 

three models. First, LID was ignored, and all the items were treated as independent (Items 

condition). Second, LID was appropriately modeled (LID Testlets condition), and third, 

independent items were grouped as testlets and LID was modeled (Non-LID Testlets condition). 

Yen showed that test information was overestimated and the standard error of measurement 

was underestimated when LID was ignored. The Non-LID Testlets analysis showed that the 

formation of a testlet from independent items had no influence on test information, because 
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Non-LID Testlets analysis yielded as much information as the Items analysis did. Testlets 

consisting of dependent items had lower discrimination values than in the case when all items 

were treated as independent. 

Chen and Thissen (1996) proposed four statistics to detect the existence of LID. They 

generated datasets with LID, yet used the 2PL and 3PL models to analyze the data. The results 

indicated that the four LID indices were effective in detecting LID, though they were not as 

powerful as Yen’s Q3 (1984). 

Tuerlinckx and De Boeck (2001) examined the effect of ignoring item interactions on 

estimated discrimination parameters in the 2PL model, explaining that “the responses on some 

item (or items) may have consequences for the response probabilities on other items” 

(Tuerlinckx & De Boeck, 2001, p.182). Their conceptualization of “interaction” here 

corresponds to a form of LID. In this study, the number of interacting items modeled was two. 

Because item discrimination provides important information about the quality of an item, 

Tuerlinckx and De Boeck focused only on the effect on the item discrimination parameters.  

Tuerlinckx and De Boeck made three important assertions using mathematical derivations 

based on the results of their simulation study. First, the discrimination parameter of an estimated 

item is influenced only by the difficulty of the other item in the interaction but not by its own 
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difficulty. Second, the greater the number of items in a test, the smaller the interaction effect on 

the discrimination parameter. Third, a positive interaction yields an overestimated discrimination 

parameter, whereas a negative interaction results in an underestimated discrimination parameter. 

A positive interaction means that the probability of answering both items correctly is greater than 

when the two items are independent, and a negative interaction means that the probability of 

answering both items incorrectly is greater than when the two items are independent.  

The LID research studies that have just been discussed addressed the effect of ignoring LID 

by treating items as if they were locally independent. Another approach for handling LID is to 

employ a polytomous item response model such as the graded response model (Samejima, 1969), 

the nominal response model (Bock, 1972), or the partial-credit model (Masters, 1982) to 

investigate testlet-based item scores. Suppose there are k testlets in a test and m questions per 

testlet. Use of polytomous item response models would involve treating each testlet as an item, 

using the total score of the items within each testlet (ranging from 0 to m) to provide each testlet 

score. The relevant polytomous item response model is then fit to the k testlet scores.  

Wainer (1995) applied Bock’s polytomous model (1972) to real testlet data from the 1991 

Law School Admission Test (LSAT). For each section of the test, he compared the traditional 

item-based reliability coefficient, calculated ignoring the testlet structure, with a 
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testlet-score-based reliability coefficient. He found that scores calculated under the traditional 

IRT model were equally reliable on all sections, but testlet-based reliability values were not 

equal for all four sections, and for two sections the testlet-based estimates of reliability were 

substantially lower than their corresponding item-based reliability estimates. Because these 

results suggested that ignoring LID resulted in considerably lower reliability values, Wainer 

proposed increasing section length or using Bayesian estimation to handle reliability estimation.  

Thissen et al. (1989) used scores on a reading comprehension test consisting of 22 item 

scores for each of 3,866 examinees. An item factor analysis (Bock, Gibbons, & Muraki, 1988) 

was conducted to identify the dimensionality of the 22-item test, and the results supported a 

four-factor model. The existence of a multidimensional structure implied that there existed a 

violation of the LID assumption, making it inappropriate to use a unidimensional IRT model. 

Thus, the test was considered to be a 4 testlet test and was fitted using the nominal response 

model (Bock, 1972). Test information was computed using the 3PL and the nominal response 

models. In addition, an external criterion—the raw score on a simultaneously administered 

test—was used to assess the scores’ concurrent validity by calculating the correlation between 

the Bayes-model scale scores for the 22 items using the 3PL model and for the four testlets under 

the nominal response model. When scale scores were computed, Thissen et al. found that the 
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3PL model yielded considerably more test information across most of the ability continuum, and 

the concurrent validity evidence was slightly lower under the 3PL model. Thus, compared to the 

3PL scores, the testlet scores were slightly more valid measures. 

From the results of these studies that have fitted standard IRT models to testlet-based test 

scores, it appears that fitting testlet-based items using either dichotomous or polytomous IRT 

models yields biased parameters and substantially overestimated information and reliability 

values. More complex models have been introduced that specifically model LID introduced by 

the use of testlets, and these will be discussed in detail in the next section. 

Testlet Response Theory Models 

Based on the results of many studies, researchers have proposed several TRT models.  

2PL-TRT Model. Traditional IRT models are not appropriate for addressing scores from an 

examination that consists of testlet-based items. To account for LID associated with testlet-based 

items, Bradlow, Wainer, and Wang (1999) re-formulated the 2PL IRT model to include an 

additional random effect for items nested within a testlet. In this 2PL-TRT model, the probability 

of a correct response to an item i nested in testlet ( )d i  for a particular examinee j with ability 

j
θ  is given by: 
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 ( )
( )( )

1
1|

1
ij i j

i j i jd i

P x
exp a b

θ
θ γ

= =
 + − − −
 

 (4) 

where  is the testlet effect parameter for person j’s response to item i nested within testlet 

( )d i . The parameter 
 
can be interpreted as a person-specific testlet effect. That is, it is the 

same for all items nested within a testlet for a particular examinee j. This parameter is modeled 

as independent of the examinee’s ability and of the items’ difficulty parameters. The associated 

variance ( )2

γ
σ of the testlet effect is assumed to be constant across all testlets within a test. That is, 

 

 
is modeled as a random shift in an examinee’s ability due to the LID associated with the 

common stimulus (Li, Bolt & Fu, 2006).
 

The proposed 2PL-TRT model was evaluated in a simulation study and applied to a real 

dataset. The 2PL-TRT model was fitted into a framework in which the item and person 

parameters were treated as random variables from the normal distribution. In the simulation 

study, the number of examinees and the number of items were fixed at 1,000 and 60, respectively. 

Half of the items were independent, and the other half were in testlets. The number of items per 

testlet (5 or 10) and the testlet effects’ variance (1/2, 1, or 2) were manipulated. Three estimation 

procedures were used for each simulated data set: BILOG (Mislevy & Bock, 1983) designed for 

IRT model estimation, a Data Augmented Gibbs Sampler (DAGS, Tanner & Wong, 1987) with 

( )jd i
γ

( )jd i
γ

( )jd i
γ
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the testlet effect, γ , not modeled (Gibb), and DAGS with γ  included (Gibbsγ).  

The simulation results indicated that when the data’s structure was correctly modeled using 

the 2PL-TRT, then the absolute errors (the average difference between estimated and true 

parameters) were found to be lower in the Gibbsγ analyses across all simulation conditions. That 

is, the Gibbsγ analyses outperformed the other estimation procedures in recovering parameters. 

As expected, higher correlations between true and estimated parameters for ability, 

discrimination, and difficulty parameters were also found across all parameters and simulation 

conditions for the Gibbsγ analyses.  

In the case when real data were used with either the correct model (Gibbsγ) or mis-specified 

models (BILOG and Gibbs), the values of the ability and discrimination parameter estimates did 

not differ much for the dataset used.  

3PL-TRT Model. Wainer, Bradlow, and Du (2000) modified the 3PL IRT model proposed 

by Birnbaum (1968) to incorporate a random effect
 

. The probability of a correct response 

for person j with ability θj on item i on testlet ( )d i is 

 ( ) ( )
( )( )

1
1| 1

1
ij i j i i

i j i jd i

P x c c
exp a b

θ
θ γ

= = + −
 + − − −
 

 (5) 

where 
i

c is the pseudo-guessing parameter for item i. Two important features distinguish the 

( )jd i
γ
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3PL-TRT model from the 2PL-TRT model. More parameters are incorporated in the 3PL-TRT 

model, so more efficient computational algorithms had to be developed to produce estimates 

using this model. Second, unlike in the 2PL-TRT model, the variances of the testlet effects were 

allowed to vary across testlets. When 0
i

c = and ( )
2 2

d i γγ
σ σ=  for each testlet, the 2PL-TRT 

model is a simplified version of the 3PL-TRT model. 

A simulation study was conducted to evaluate the performance of the 3PL-TRT model 

(Wainer, Bradlow & Du, 2000). Four estimating models were explored: the 3PL-IRT model 

using maximum marginal likelihood estimation, the 3PL-IRT model using Markov Chain Monte 

Carlo estimation, the 3PL-TRT model with the same variance of random effect ( )2

γσ  assumed 

for each testlet, and the 3PL-TRT model allowing different variance parameters for each testlet 

( )( )2

d jγ
σ . Three types of datasets were generated, differing in the degree of LID that was modeled: 

data with no testlet effects, data with equal and a modest amount of LID across all testlets, and 

data with unequal LID effects across all testlets.  

In each simulated test, 1,000 simulees responded to 70 multiple-choice items. Thirty items 

were independent (not part of a testlet), and the remaining items were part of four testlets with 

ten items each. The results obtained from the simulation study indicated that when no testlet 

effects were modeled, similar correlations were found between estimated and true ability and 
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item difficulty parameters across the four estimating models. However, when unequal testlet 

effects were assumed, the correlations between estimated and true parameters and the mean 

absolute error supported a finding of better performance by the 3PL-TRT model.  

Based on the results of the simulation study, it was concluded that the 3PL-TRT model 

fitted well when testlet-based LID was present. Thus, the 3PL-TRT model was applied to two 

empirical datasets: scores on the verbal section of the Scholastic Assessment Test and scores on 

the verbal section of the Graduate Record Examination. Wainer et al. (2000) concluded that item 

difficulty and pseudo-guessing parameters were not seriously affected by the presence of LID, 

but item discrimination was affected. 

Alternatives to the 2PL-TRT Model. To account for the effect of testlet factors, Li et al. 

(2006) proposed three alternative testlet models. As shown in Equation 4, a common item 

discrimination parameter ( )i
a is used for the ability ( )j

θ and testlet ( )( )jd i
γ  parameters in 

Bradlow et al.’s (1999) model. However, it is not necessary to assume each item has the same 

discrimination parameter for both the examinee’s ability ( )j
θ  and the secondary testlet 

dimension ( )( )jd i
γ . In the study, ( )jd i

γ was interpreted as the secondary dimension associated 

with the common stimulus shared by items associated with a testlet.  

In the first (and most general) model, the testlet effect ( )d
γ  is treated as another ability 
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dimension. The testlet model can be expressed as 

 ( ) ( )( )1 21|
ij j i j i i jd i

P y a b aθ θ γ= = Φ − +  (6) 

where  is the cumulative distribution function of a normal distribution, 
i

b  is the difficulty 

parameter of item i, and parameters 
j

θ  and ( )jd i
γ  are assumed to have a normal distribution 

with mean of zero and variance of 1. The presence of 
1i

a  and 
2i

a  indicates the assumption of 

independent discrimination parameters for examinees’ ability and for the secondary testlet 

dimension. Thus, relative to the 2PL-TRT model, this model provides more information about 

each item within a testlet, and it is designed to identify which items within a testlet are most 

affected by
d

γ .  

The second model is a version of the general model with constraints on the discrimination 

parameters. The parameters for the ability and testlet dimensions are inversely related. The 

formulation of the second model is specified as 

 ( ) ( )( )2 2

1 11|
ij j i j i i jd i

P y a b MDISC aθ θ γ= = Φ − + −     (7)  

where MDISC denotes the multidimensional discrimination parameter, which is assumed 

constant across items. Equation 7 implies that 
2 2

2 1i i
a MDISC a= − . This means that the 

discrimination parameter associated with the secondary ability is inversely related to the intended 

ability. In addition, the advantage of this second model (Equation 7) over the first model 

Φ
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(Equation 6) is the existence of fewer parameters to be estimated.  

The third (and least parameterized) model investigated in the study was the general model 

with constant discrimination parameters assumed for each testlet. The formulation of the third 

model is specified as  

 ( ) ( )( )11|
ij j i j i jd i

P y a bθ θ γ= = Φ − +  (8) 

The researchers compared the three models with the original model introduced by Bradlow et 

al. (1999). Model selection was decided using Bayesian model selection criteria, including the 

Pseudo-Bayes factor, deviance information criterion, and posterior predictive checks. To assess 

whether the Bayesian selection criteria can identify the true model from which data are generated, 

a small simulation study was conducted. In this simulation study, Li et al. (2006) found that the 

Bayesian selection criteria, Pseudo-Bayes factor, and a posterior predictive check were more 

effective than were the deviance information criterion and the Bayesian chi-square for evaluating 

model fit. These three models were also implemented using several real data sets with testlets to 

assess their performances. The results of the real data study show that model one (see Equation 6) 

best fit the data, though the two less parameterized models—two and three—were found to be 

easier to use for estimation.  

 The Rasch Testlet Model. From the discussion of the TRT models, it is apparent that the 
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2PL-TRT is a special case of the 3PL-TRT. If 0
i

c =  and ( )
2 2

d i γγ
σ σ= , Equation 5 simplifies to 

Equation 4. Similarly, if 0
i

c =
 
and 1

i
a = , the 3PL-TRT model can be simplified to provide a 

Rasch version of the testlet response model (1PL-TRT, Wang & Wilson, 2005). Also, as with the 

3PL-TRT model, the variances of the testlet effects ( )( )2

d iγ
σ were allowed to vary across testlets 

in the 1PL-TRT model. The 1PL-TRT is modeled using the logistic function rather than the 

normal ogive: 
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θ γ
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where the parameters 
j

θ , 
i

b , and ( )jd i
γ  are as described above. Equation 9 can be reformulated 

as  

 ( )
( )( )

1
1|

1
ij i j

j i jd i

P x
exp b

θ
θ γ

= =
 + − − +
 

 (10) 

Equation 10 is for dichotomous items. While Wang and Wilson (2005) also presented a formula 

for polytomous items, that will not be discussed further here. As with other TRT models, person 

ability( )j
θ and random testlet effects ( )( )jd i

γ  are assumed to be independently and normally 

distributed.  

Wang and Wilson (2005) also demonstrated that the Rasch testlet model is a special case of 

their multidimensional random coefficients multinomial logit model. A simulation study was 
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conducted with four simulated factors: item types, number of testlets per test, sample size, and 

the variance of the random testlet effect. Marginal maximum likelihood parameter estimates 

were obtained using the computer program ConQuest (Wu, Adam & Wilson, 1998). Two 

measures were used to evaluate parameter recovery: bias and root mean square error.  

Results indicated that the Rasch testlet model performed well in recovering the parameters. 

A large-scale empirical data set was analyzed using the Rasch testlet model and the Rasch item 

response model (with LID ignored). To identify which model better fit the data statistically, the 

likelihood deviance (-2 log likelihood) was used. As expected, the Rasch testlet model better fit 

testlet item scores than did the Rasch model. 

The IRT and TRT models discussed in the previous sections do not permit simultaneous 

modeling of dependency resulting from clustered data, structures that are commonly encountered 

in the behavioral and social sciences. For example, students are clustered within schools, medical 

students are clustered within university programs. Only one other study (Jiao, Wang & Kamata, 

2005) has suggested using a testlet response model that is designed for clustered data. Before 

showing how clustered data are incorporated into a testlet response model, the next sections will 

describe the hierarchical generalized linear model (HGLM) to demonstrate how to model 

clustered data with binary outcomes, and to address its extension as a multilevel measurement 
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model. 

Hierarchical Generalized Linear Model (HGLM) 

The HGLM has attracted the interest of educational researchers for handling nested data 

with dichotomous outcomes. The HGLM is an extension of the generalized linear model (GLM) 

for hierarchical data, and it enables modeling clustered data while handling non-normally 

distributed error terms. For example, an outcome of interest might be whether a high school 

student passes an exam, and thus the outcome is dichotomous with a non-normally distributed 

error term.  

For a typical example of a multilevel data structure in educational research, students are 

nested within classroom and schools. This structure consists of three levels: students at level one, 

classrooms at level two, and schools at level three. Individuals and their classrooms and schools 

can be conceptualized as a hierarchical system, with individuals, classrooms, and schools defined 

at separate levels (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002). Descriptors of interest may be included in the 

equation at each level, and the use of multilevel modeling enables researchers to investigate 

potential interactions between variables characterizing individuals and variables characterizing 

higher levels of clustering (Hox, 2002).  

An important strength of hierarchical linear model is that it allows researchers to partition 
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the variability in the outcome of interest in the simplest two-level model into two parts: the 

variability within clusters and the variability between clusters. In addition, it can be used to 

detect whether characteristics of the individual and cluster might be sources of some of the 

variability.  

However, two inappropriate procedures—aggregation and disaggregation—are frequently 

used to handle multilevel structures. Aggregation involves summarizing micro-level information 

to the macro-level and conducting the analysis at the macro-level. For example, a researcher 

might sum results for students within a classroom and conduct a regression using the classroom 

means. The first weakness entails the problem of “shift of meaning” (Snijder & Bosker, 1999). 

Macro-level descriptors cannot be generalized to the micro-level units. The second drawback 

with aggregation is called the “ecological fallacy” (Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998; Snijders & Bosker, 

1999). Similar to the first potential problem with aggregation, the ecological fallacy implies that 

a relationship found between macro-level variables cannot be used to make inferences about the 

relationship between the corresponding micro-level variables (Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998). For 

example, it might have been found based on aggregated data that students in classrooms with 

higher boy-girl ratios performed better on a math test, but this does not necessarily mean that the 

math scores of individual boys are higher than those of individual girls.  
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The third problem associated with aggregation involves ignoring the original data structure. 

Aggregated analyses fail to consider important micro-level variance. The potential problem is 

that aggregation prevents the examination of potential cross-level interactions of micro-level 

variables with macro-level variables. For example, the relationship between gender and math 

scores may differ for students taught by teachers with considerable teaching experience 

compared to students with less-experienced teachers (Snijders & Bosker, 1999; Kreft & De 

Leeuw, 1998). 

The other commonly used alternative for handling multilevel data structure is 

disaggregation. Disaggregation yields a substantial increase in sample size over an aggregated 

dataset. For example, if ten classrooms with ten students per classroom are sampled, then there 

are a total of 100 students in the sample. If disaggregated data are used, then the 100 pupils 

would be treated as independent observations, thereby ignoring the potential dependence 

associated with being in the same classroom context.  

Snijders and Bosker concluded that “if the macro-units have any meaningful relation with 

the phenomenon under study, analyzing only aggregated or only disaggregated data is apt to lead 

to misleading and erroneous conclusions” (1999, p.16). Accordingly, failure to model the 

dependency resulting from clustering can lead to incorrect inferences. Use of the multilevel 
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model solves this problem by incorporating both micro- and macro-level units and by 

appropriately modeling the dependency.  

Binary Outcome—Fully Unconditional Model 

When a dichotomous outcome (pass/fail, true/false, or satisfied/unsatisfied) is encountered, 

use of the standard hierarchical linear model (HLM) is inappropriate. In the conventional HLM, 

the level-one random effect is assumed to be normally distributed with constant variance across 

level-two units. These assumptions are not met with dichotomous outcome data. Thus, for 

clustered data with a dichotomous outcome, HGLM should be used. 

HGLM involves use of a non-identity level link function. The most commonly used link 

function is the logit link, which (in a two level model) is  

 log
1

ij

ij

ij

p

p
η

 
=   − 

 (11) 

where ijη
 
is the log odds of success and ijp

 
is the probability of success for unit i in cluster j. If, 

for example, a researcher is interested in examining the probability of students’ attending college 

for datasets entailing classrooms of students, Equation 11 can be interpreted as the log odds of 

attending college for student i in classroom j.  

The unconditional model is as follows:  
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at level one 

 0ij j
η π=  (12) 

and at level two 

 0 00 0j j
uπ β= +  (13) 

where β00  is the average log-odds of success across the level-two units, 0 j
u

 
is assumed to be 

normally distributed with mean of zero and variance of 
oo

τ , and 
oo

τ is the variance among 

level-two units in the average log-odds of success.  

Adding a Level-1 predictor 

The unconditional model can be extended to include explanatory variables at each level of 

the model, and higher levels of clustering can also be modeled. The predictors that can be added 

include either continuous or dummy coded variables. In the current example, if students’ SAT 

( )X  were added to the model Equation 12 would then become 

 0 1 1ij j j ij
Xη π π= +  (14) 

where ( )1 j
π is the expected change in log odds when 

i
X  increases by one point. The level-two 

equations then can be modeled as follows: 
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where ju0 and ju1 are assumed to have a multivariate normal distribution with component mean 

of zero and variance-covariance matrix 
00 01

10 11

T
τ τ

τ τ

 
=  
 

, where the diagonal entries 00τ  and 11τ  

are the variance of residuals 0 j
u  and 1 j

u , respectively; and ( )01 10τ τ=  denotes the covariance 

between 0 j
u  and 1 j

u .  

Equations 11, 14, and 15 can be expressed as a single equation by substituting Equations 14 

and 15 into Equation 11 to obtain  

 00 0 10 1 1 1log
1

ij

ij j ij j ij

ij

p
u X u X

p
η β β

 
= = + + +  − 

 (16) 

Additional level-one variables can, of course, be added to the model; however, the current 

example included only one. 

Adding Level-1 and Level-2 Predictors 

If the level-two variances of the intercept and slope residuals ( 00τ and 11τ , respectively) are 

substantial, level-two predictors can be added to Equation 15 in an attempt to explain the 

variation across classrooms in the intercept and slope. The model can be expanded by 

incorporating multiple continuous or dummy variables. That is, the researcher might want to 

know why some classrooms have higher log-odds of success than do others and why in some 

classrooms the association between student SAT and the log odds might be stronger than in 
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others.  

To simplify the model in the current example, only one continuous variable, the extent of 

the teacher’s teaching experience in years ( )W , is included. The level-one equation (Equation 14) 

remains the same and Equation 15 becomes 
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where ju0 and ju1  
are assumed to have a multivariate normal distribution with means of zero 

and the variance-covariance matrix 
00 01

10 11

T
τ τ

τ τ

 
=  
 

. Clearly, more sophisticated HGLM models 
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 can be used that include more level one and level two predictors. This 

served merely as an introduction to HGLM. The next section will describe the correspondence 

between 1PL IRT model parameters and HGLM. 

Multilevel Measurement Model (MMM) 

Equivalence between 1PL IRT Model and HGLM 

An IRT model can be conceived of as a hierarchical model in which repeated measures 

reflected as item scores are treated as nested within examinees. As a result, the Rasch model can 

be conceptualized as a multilevel model. The use of HGLM as a measurement model allows 
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researchers to model the additional levels of clustering commonly found in data, which are 

typically ignored in traditional IRT estimation (Kamata, 1998). The family of models that 

combine IRT and HGLM are sometimes referred to as multilevel measurement models (MMMs) 

with categorical measurement indicators (Beretvas & Kamata, 2005). 

Two-level Models. The multilevel formulation of the item response model has been 

demonstrated by many researchers (for example, Kamata, 1998, 2001; Beretvas &Williams, 

2004; Cheong & Raudenbush, 2000). In the multilevel measurement model (MMM), given that 

the item scores are nested within examinees, level one and level two represent the item and 

examinee levels, respectively. The level one model is 

 0 1 1 2 2 0

1

log ......
1

m
ij

ij j j ij j ij mj mij j qj qij

qij

p
X X X X

p
η π π π π π π
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= = + + + + = +  − 

∑  (18) 

where ijp  represents the probability that examinee j gets item i correct, Xqj is the dummy coded 

variable used to identify the item associated with the score for qth item, with values −1 when q = 

i and 0 when iq ≠ . The reason for coding with a value of negative one instead of positive one 

will be explained after the equivalence between the IRT model and HGLM has been provided. 

Thus, the log-odds of a correct response to item q for person j can be written as 

 0log
1

qj

qj j qj
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p

p
η π π

 
= = −  − 

. (19) 
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At level two (person-level), in the simplest model, the intercept ( 0 j
π ) is modeled to vary 

across examinees, and each item effect
qj

π  is typically modeled as fixed. Thus, the level two 

model is 
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where ju0  is assumed normally disturbed with a mean of 0 and variance 00τ . It should be 

noted that there is no fixed-effect term in the level-two equation of 0 j
π . The lack of an error 

term for the level-two equations for each item effect indicates that the item parameters are being 

modeled as fixed across examinees. This parameterization, in which there is no fixed-effect term 

associated with 0 j
π , means that no reference indicator is required, unlike in the initial multilevel 

measurement model formulations that were suggested (for example, Kamata, 1998; Beretvas & 

Williams, 2004).  

Combining Equations 19 and 20, the log-odds of a correct response for item q for person j 

can be expressed as 

 0 0log
1

qj

qj q j

qj

p
u

p
η β

 
= = − +  − 

 (21) 

The probability that examinee j answers item q correctly can be obtained from Equation 21, and 
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it is 

 
( )0 0

1

1 exp
qj

j q

p
u β

=
 + − − 

 (22) 

Equation 22 is algebraically equivalent to the Rasch model (see Equation 3). The algebraic 

equivalence of Equations 22 and 3 is clear in that the Rasch examinee ability parameter jθ
 

directly corresponds to the residual term ju0  , and 0q
β  directly corresponds with the item 

difficulty parameter
q

b  for item q. Therefore, coding item indicators with negative ones rather 

than positive ones results in a more straightforward correspondence than did the original 

multilevel model formulations. 

If a researcher is interested in analyzing the effect of person characteristics on the binary 

outcome, level-two predictors can be included in the model. This approach could be used to 

model the possible presence of impact and of differential item functioning (DIF). To model 

impact (differences in ability), a person-level predictor could be included in the intercept 

equation. For example, if a researcher wishes to analyze whether there are gender differences in 

ability, the level two characteristic, gender, could be added to the level two model: 
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Now the log-odds of a correct response to item q becomes 01 0 0ij j q j
W uη β β= − +  , and the 

probability of a correct response to item q for examinee j is 

 
( ){ }0 01 0

1

1 exp
qj

j j q

p
u Wβ β

=
 + − + − 

 (24) 

Equation 24 indicates that examinee j’s ability now is modeled as partly a function of gender (W): 

( )0 01j j
u Wβ+ . The gender difference in ability is evidenced by the magnitude of 01β . Item q’s 

difficulty level is still represented by 0q
β .  

Alternatively, there might be no difference between the genders in ability, but there might 

be gender differences in a specific item’s difficulty, controlling for ability. For example, girls 

might have a higher probability of responding correctly to item q than do boys with the same 

ability. That is, a researcher might be interested in assessing whether there is gender-based 

differential item functioning (DIF) for item q. To model this, the item-specific predictor (here, 

gender W) could be added to the relevant level-two equation for item q. Thus the set of level-two 

equations (modified from Equation 20) would become  
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The log-odds for item q becomes 0 1 0qj q q j j
W uη β β= − − + , so the probability of a correct 

response to item q for examinee j is 

 
( ){ }0 0 1

1

1 exp
qj

j q q j

p
u Wβ β

=
 + − − + 

 (26) 

Assuming that gender, W, is coded with a one for girls and a zero for boys, then the 

corresponding difficulty of item q for girls and boys would be ( )0 1q q
β β+  and 0q

β , respectively. 

Meanwhile, the difficulties for remaining items would not be modeled as being impacted by 

gender (see Equation 25). Clearly, additional level-two predictors could be added to the model to 

explore further sources of DIF or impact. 

Three-level Models. One of the major advantages of using the multilevel measurement 

model is the capability to incorporate higher levels of clustering into the modeling of item 

responses. Extension of the two-level MMM to the three-level MMM is straightforward. Thus, 

the clustering of examinees nested within schools could be modeled simultaneously with the 

item response model. Now, a researcher can model item scores at level one, examinees at level 

two, and school at level three. Therefore, the level-one equation, the log-odds of a correct of 

response to item i by examinee j from school k , becomes 
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At level two, the item difficulties are modeled—here as fixed across people—so 

Equation 23 becomes 
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where 0 jk
r  represents how much the ability of person j in school k deviates from the 

mean ability for school k. Finally, at level three, the item difficulties could also be assumed 

to be constant across schools:  
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where 00k
u  is the residual for school k. Combining Equation 27, 28, and 29, the probability of a 

correct response to item q for person j in school k becomes 

 
( ) ( ){ }0 00

1

1 exp
qjk

jk ook q

p
r u γ

=
 + − + − 

 (30) 

where 00q
γ

 
still corresponds to the item difficulty for item q and the “ability” of student j, ( )j

θ  

is now decomposed into a function of the person-specific ability, 0 jk
r , and the school-specific 

ability (average ability of students in school k), 00k
u . Specifically, 

j
θ  is the equivalent of 
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( 0 00jk k
r u+ ). 

As with two-level models, the three-level model can be extended by adding predictors to 

either or both of Equations 28 and 29. For example, if a researcher were interested in 

modeling impact in terms of a gender difference in student ability (as was demonstrated in 

the two-level model example above), then the level-two formulation would become 
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If the researcher is interested in modeling the gender difference in ability as fixed across schools, 

the level-three formulation would be 
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Combining Equation 27, 31, and 32, the probability of a correct response to item q for 

person j in school k becomes 

 
( ) ( ){ }010 00 0 00
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1 exp
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p
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=
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 (33) 

where 010 00 0jk k jk
W u rγ + +  and 00q

γ  now correspond to the student j’s ability, 
j

θ , and to item 
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q’s item difficulty, respectively. If the researcher suspects that school size (Z) is associated with 

variability in schools’ (average) ability, then, the level three model can be re-formulated as 
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 Substituting Equations 31 and 34 into Equation 27, the probability of a correct answer to 

item q for examinee j in school k becomes 

 
( ) ( ){ }010 001 00 0 00

1

1 exp
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 (35) 

where student ability is a function of gender and school size and now corresponds to 

( )010 001 00 0jk k k jk
W Z u rγ γ+ + +  , and item i’s difficulty is still represented by 00q

γ . Similarly, 

sources of DIF at the person and school levels could be incorporated into the relevant equations, 

as was demonstrated for the two-level multilevel measurement model. 

Multilevel Measurement Model for Testlets  

One important advantage of the multilevel measurement model parameterization of the 

Rasch model is its capability to model dependency resulting from the clustering of examinees. 

Even though the use of HGLM as an IRT model has been widely discussed, the combination of 
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HGLM with TRT modeling has only been proposed by Jiao, Wang, and Kamata (2005).  

The dichotomous multilevel measurement model involves the assumption of LID. That is, 

controlling for examinee ability, the probability of answering item i correctly is independent of 

the probability of responding correctly to item j (where i j≠ ). However, the LID assumption is 

violated with testlet-based tests. Thus Jiao et al. (2005) suggested using an extension to the 

multilevel measurement model that provides a method for modeling this dependency. The next 

section describes their model. 

Three-Level MMMT 

 Jiao, Wang, and Kamata (2005) modeled item scores at level one. Item scores were 

considered nested within the level-two unit of testlets, which in turn were modeled as nested 

within the level-three unit of examinees. The level one model was represented as  
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where 
idj

p  is the probability of a correct response to item i in testlet d for respondent j. 
qidj

X is 

the qth dummy-coded item indicator variable ( )1,....q k= with value −1 when q = i and 0 

otherwise.  

The testlet-level (level two) model was specified as  
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where 0dj
π

 
is modeled to vary randomly across examinees and testlets. The random effect 0dj

r  

is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero and variance of πτ , that is, 

( )0 ~ 0,
dj

r N πτ . Jiao, Wang, and Kamata (2005) interpreted the random effect 0dj
r  as an 

interaction between testlet and examinee’s ability, and it is equivalent to the 1PL-TRT model 

person-specific testlet-effect parameter (see Equation 10) ( )jd i
γ  in Wang & Wilson (2005). 

Therefore, the variance of 0dj
r ( )πτ  is the equivalent of the magnitude of LID represented by 

2

γσ  in Wang and Wilson (2005).  

The person-level (level three) was modeled as   
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It should be noted that no fixed coefficient is included in the level-three equation for the intercept 

in this study’s version of Jiao et al.’s (2005) parameterization. This is done for the same reasons 

as described in the earlier parameterizations of the multilevel measurement model. In this 

simplest version of the model, item difficulties are modeled as fixed across examinees.  
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Combining Equations 36, 37, and 38 yields 
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and therefore the probability that examinee j answers item q nested in testlet d is  
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 (40) 

where there are now two facets of an examinee’s ability being modeled: the equivalent of the 

primary ability being measured (corresponding to the conventional 
j

θ ) plus the person-specific 

testlet ability (corresponding to γjd(i)). This sum of TRT parameters corresponds to the sum of the 

residuals ( )0 00dj j
r u+ for the random testlet-effects model. The examinee residual 00 j

u  is 

assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero and variance of θτ .  

The equivalence of the 1PL-TRT model (Equation 10) and the multilevel measurement 

model for testlets indicates that the examinee ability parameter ( )j
θ , item difficulty parameter

( )q
b  , and testlet effect parameter ( )( )jd i

γ correspond directly with 00 j
u , 00q

β  , and 0dj
r , 

respectively. In addition, the model involves the assumption of constant testlet effect variances

πτ  across testlets. The model presented above is the simplest version, in which no explanatory 

variables are included and item difficulties are modeled as fixed. 

A simulation study examined the performance of the proposed model, and results indicated 
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that parameters were accurately recovered (Jiao, Wang & Kamata, 2005). In addition, Jiao, 

Wang, and He (2008) extended their earlier work by comparing four estimation approaches: 

marginalized maximum likelihood estimation with EM algorithm (MMLE), penalized 

quasi-likelihood estimation (PQL), sixth order Laplace approximation (Laplace), and Markov 

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Parameter recovery was evaluated by calculating average bias, 

average standard error, and average root mean squared error. An ANOVA was conducted to 

determine which simulation conditions resulted in the observed bias for item and person 

parameter estimation. Results indicated that using MCMC produced the lowest mean bias for 

ability and item parameter recovery. The PQL and Laplace methods yielded the smallest average 

standard error estimate for the ability parameter, and MMLE methods yielded the smallest 

average standard error estimates for item parameters. Both MCMC and MMLE performed well 

in recovering person ability variance and testlet (LID) variance. In addition, the results of the 

ANOVA indicated that estimation method was a relatively important factor in explaining the 

variability of the estimates of item and person parameters. The variance of the LID variance 

estimates was influenced substantially by the magnitude of LID, by the estimation methods, and 

by the interaction between these two factors.   

When Jiao et al. (2005) modeled testlets at level two, results indicated an assumption that 
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testlet effects were person-specific or “random.” This assumption corresponds exactly with most 

other testlet response models (e.g., Bradlow, Wainer & Wang, 1999; Wainer, Bradlow & Du, 

2000; Wang & Wilson, 2005; Li, Bolt & Fu, 2006). Several previous TRT models, including Jiao 

et al.’s model and Bradlow et al.’s (1999) 2PL-TRT model, provide that the variances of the 

testlet effects ( )2

r
σ  are restricted to be constant across testlets. The 3PL-TRT (Wainer, Bradlow 

& Du, 2000) and 1PL-TRT (Wang & Wilson, 2005) allow the variance to be modeled as unique 

for each testlet.  

Conventionally, it is preferred that a model with fixed, rather than random, item difficulties 

fits a dataset. Identification of substantial variability in an item’s effects leads to possible 

interpretations of DIF. It seems that this same interpretation should apply to testlet effects. While 

it is feasible that there is a minimal amount of variability, a substantial amount of variability in 

testlet effects seems to indicate the potential for differential testlet functioning. At a minimum, it 

seems reasonable, then, to have a TRT model that permits comparison of models with random 

versus fixed testlet and item effects. That is, an enhancement to Jiao et al.’s (2005) model 

(hereafter termed MMMT-3r) would permit the modeling of item and testlet effects as fixed or 

person-specific.  

Beretvas and Walker (2008) introduced a multilevel measurement model for testlets 
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(MMMT) designed to permit modeling testlet effects as fixed or random or as non-randomly 

varying (in which person predictors can be included to explain some of the potential testlet-effect 

variability). Beretvas and Walker used a real dataset to demonstrate their MMMT model. The 

present study is designed to assess how well it is estimated. The formulation of MMMT will be 

described in the next section. 

Two-Level MMMT  

In Beretvas and Walker’s (2008) MMMT model, item scores (level one) are modeled as 

clustered within examinees (level two). There is no testlet level in the model. Instead, dummy 

coded indicators are used to identify both the item and testlet associated with the score. For a test 

consisting of m testlets with k items each, the level one model can be expressed as 
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 (41) 

where 
ij

η is the log-odds for a correct answer to item i for person j, and X and T are the item and 

testlet indicators, respectively. As with the other multilevel measurement models described here, 

these indicators are dummy coded using negative ones and zeroes. To ensure full rank for a test 

consisting of m testlets and k items per testlet, there are ( )1k −  dummy-coded item indicators 

for each testlet’s items and m dummy-coded testlet indicators. Therefore, there is no reference 
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testlet but one reference item per testlet (Beretvas & Walker, 2008).  

    The level-two model describes how the level-one coefficients vary across examinees. 

The simplest level-two model for the MMMT can be written as  
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To make this example clearer, a test consisting of all testlets and a test with an equal number 

of items per testlet is assumed. In the simplest form of the model, each item effect is modeled as 

fixed at level two, and there is no fixed coefficient in the intercept’s equation (see Equation 20). 

In addition, each testlet effect’s coefficient is modeled as fixed across examinees in Equation 42. 

Substituting Equation 42 into Equation 41, the log-odds of a correct response for item i q=  (for 

any item q that is not a reference item for its testlet) in testlet d for person j can be rewritten as 

 0 0 0log
1

qj

qj q Td j

qj

p
u

p
η β β

 
= = − − +  − 

 (43) 

Thus, the probability that examinee j answers item q in testlet d correctly can be derived from 
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Equation 43 and is 

 ( ) ( ){ }0 0 0

1 1

1 exp 1 exp

     

qj

qj j q Td

p
uη β β

= =
+ −  + − − +   (44) 

This equation is algebraically equivalent to a version of the 1PL-IRT model (see Equation 3). 

Accordingly, the parameter 0 j
r  corresponds to the ability parameter 

j
θ . And the 1PL-IRT item 

difficulty parameter 
i

b  is now depicted as being affected by the item’s difficulty 0q
β  and by 

the testlet’s difficulty 0Td
β . For the reference item in each testlet, its item difficulty 

i
b  is the 

equivalent of the relevant testlet’s difficulty. For example, the difficulty of the reference item 

(item k) in testlet d will be 0Td
β . The MMMT model with fixed testlet effects is termed 

MMMT-2f in this dissertation.  

Random testlet effects can also be modeled using the MMMT by introducing one or more 

random testlet effects into the relevant level-two equations (termed MMMT-2r). For example, if 

the researcher hypothesized that the testlet effects are random rather than fixed, then this could 

be modeled as  
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Each testlet’s residual 
Tsj

u  is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero and a 

variance of γτ . The fully random (person-specific) testlet-effects model can be adjusted such 

that only a subset of testlet effects is modeled as random.  

The model can be used to decide whether one or more testlet effects should be specified as 

random or fixed. This can be done using two methods. Either fit indices (for example, Akaike’s 

Information Criterion (AIC; 1987) or the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; 1978) can be 

used to compare the fit of a model, with a testlet effect modeled as random versus the fit of a 

model with an effect modeled as fixed. In addition, the statistical significance of the testlet 

effect’s variance component estimate γτ̂  can be assessed.  

If a substantial variance component for one or more testlet effects is found, then 
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person-level characteristics can be included in the level-two equations (see Equation 45) to 

account for the variance. Inclusion of a level-two predictor can be interpreted as a model of 

differential testlet functioning (DTF). For example, if a researcher suspects gender is an 

important variable influencing the difficulty of testlet d for examinees of the same ability, then 

the level two equation could be modeled as  
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where 1Td
β  is the gender effect influencing the difficulty for every item in testlet Td. Similarly, 

as with the conventional multilevel measurement models (for non-testlet tests), if substantial 

item-effect or person-ability variability is found, a researcher can simultaneously include 

person-level characteristic to model DIF and impact. These simple extensions to the model will 

not be detailed in the present study.  
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To reduce the complexity of the model presented here, a few simplifications were assumed. 

The number of items within each testlet was assumed to be the same, and all items on the test 

were assumed to be within testlets. However, neither assumption must hold to use this model. 

While MMMT corresponds to a model in which item (and testlet) discriminations are 

assumed constant across items, it still permits estimation of unique testlet variance components. 

Clearly, it also provides a more flexible modeling framework in which various assumptions 

about TRT models can be tested, including random versus fixed testlet effects, unique versus 

equivalent testlet-effect variances, and modeling DIF, DTF, and impact simultaneously. One last 

benefit of this model is its simple extension to include a third (or higher) level of clustering. Thus, 

dependencies resulting from examinees’ clustering in, say, classrooms or schools could be 

appropriately modeled. While this extension is not provided here, it is a fundamentally important 

benefit of MMMT.  

As noted, the original study that introduced the MMMT model did not assess how well 

model parameters could be estimated. The present study is designed to assess estimation of 

MMMT as well as its performance in terms of correct model identification through the use of 

various fit indices.  
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Statement of Problem 

Many modern standardized educational tests have sections consisting of bundles of items. 

Wainer and Kiely (1987) conceived of the term testlet to designate a group of items sharing a 

common stimulus (such as a table of data or a reading paragraph). Although there are many 

benefits to using testlets, one important assumption underlying the valid use of the IRT model, 

LID, is violated when testlets are used. It is well-known that testlet-based items share a common 

stimulus, which results in dependence among items. However, this dependence is often ignored.  

Fitting testlet-based item scores using standard IRT models (whether dichotomous or 

polytomous) results in biased estimation of item difficulty, item discrimination, and person 

ability, in overestimated information and inferior test reliability estimation, and in problematic 

test equating results (Yen, 1984, 1993; Ackerman, 1987; Sireci, Thissen & Wainer, 1991; Wainer, 

1995; Chen & Thissen, 1996; Tuerlinckx & De Boeck, 2001)  

Therefore, more complex models for testlet-based items have been developed. Several 

testlet response models, such as the 3PL-TRT model (Bradlow, Wainer & Wang, 1999), 2PL-TRT 

model (Wainer, Bradlow & Du, 2000) and the Rasch 1PL-TRT testlet model (Wang & Wilson, 

2005), have been introduced to account for LID among testlet-based items. In addition, Li, Bolt, 

and Fu (2006) extended the 2PL-TRT model by allowing different discrimination parameters for 
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examinee ability and testlet effect. However, none of these TRT models incorporates potential 

dependence originating from the clustering of examinees within contexts such as schools or 

classrooms.  

The multilevel formulation of IRT models has been demonstrated by many researchers 

(Kamata, 1998, 2001; Beretvas & Williams, 2004; Cheong & Raudenbush, 2000). Because item 

responses could be considered as nested (repeated measures) within examinees, use of HLGM to 

model dichotomous item scores becomes feasible. Kamata (1998, 2001) demonstrated the 

algebraic equivalence between HGLM and the Rasch model for dichotomous items.  

Even though the application of HGLM for Rasch-based item response models has been 

widely discussed, little has been investigated in terms of a multilevel measurement model 

formulation for testlet responses. Jiao, Wang, and Kamata (2005) introduced a multilevel testlet 

model in which items are nested within a testlet at level two, and testlets in turn are nested within 

examinees at level three. Testlet effects are modeled as random in Jiao et al.’s model; however, 

the magnitude of the associated LID (operationalized as the testlet-effect variance) is assumed 

the same for each testlet.  

Modeling testlets at level two involves the assumption that testlets are randomly selected 

from a population of testlets. More typically, as with items, researchers are interested in the 
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particular testlets (or items) that are being used in an assessment. A random testlet effect also 

implies the testlet effect is person-specific, that is, that testlet effects vary across people. Under 

IRT models, item effects are commonly modeled as fixed. Consequently, examinees with the 

same ability level are assumed to have the same probability of answering an item correctly. 

Similarly, it would seem that it is important that testlet effects can be modeled as fixed. It seems 

problematic to have too much person-specific testlet-effect variability.  

A different multilevel measurement model for testlets has been suggested (Beretvas & 

Walker, 2008) in which testlet effects could be modeled as fixed, random, or non-randomly 

varying. No further research has been done to assess how well this model can be estimated. The 

present study is designed to address this gap in the research. Under the controlled environment of 

the present simulation study, factors that could potentially affect parameter estimation can be 

investigated. As a preliminary step toward assessing the effectiveness of the MMMT model for 

parameter recovery and model fit, comparison was made between estimates of MMMT 

parameters and estimates of parameters under the assumptions of Jiao et al.’s (2005) random 

testlet effects model. 
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Chapter 3: Method 

 

A simulation study was conducted to assess the parameter-recovery and model-fit 

performance of Beretvas and Walker’s (2008) two-level multilevel measurement model for 

testlets (MMMT) versus Jiao et al.’s three-level MMMT (MMMT-3r) model under various 

conditions. The two-level MMMT was parameterized in two ways: modeling random testlet 

effects (MMMT-2r) and modeling fixed testlet effects (MMMT-2f).  

Two types of datasets were generated. The first type mimicked a scenario in which testlet 

effects can be assumed to be fixed across examinees (that is, the MMMT-2f was used to generate 

the data). The second type fit the random testlet effects MMMT with person-specific (random) 

testlet effects (that is, data were generated to fit the MMMT-2r). In some conditions for the 

second type of dataset, the random testlet effects were modeled to have identical testlet effect 

variances across testlets (that is, ( )
'
, , '

j j
j jγ γτ τ= ∀ ). In other conditions, the testlet effect 

variances were generated to differ across variances. 

The conditions that were manipulated included the number of testlets per test, sample size, 

and testlet-effect variance average across testlets and patterns. The following section summarizes 

the conditions that were manipulated and the procedures for parameter estimation and data 

generation, followed by discussion of how the results were analyzed.  
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Design and Procedure 

    Three design conditions were manipulated in the study, including number of items per 

testlet (5 and 10), sample size (500 and 1,000), and five patterns of random testlet effects 

variances ( )γτ  that will be described later in further detail. Because the total number of items in 

a test was set at 50, the design was a fully crossed 2 (number of items per testlet) by 2 (sample 

size) by 5 (patterns of γτ ) arrangement, as shown in Table 1. 

Number of Items per Testlet  

Two levels of testlet length (5 and 10) were used to represent testlets of short and moderate 

length. Most studies that have employed TRT models have used 2 through 25 as the number of 

items per testlet. In many of these studies, the average testlet size has been around 10 (Bradlow, 

Wainer & Wang, 1999; Li, Bolt & Fu, 20005; Tuerlinckx & De Boeck, 2001; Wang & Wilson, 

2005; Boyd, 2003; Wainer, Bradlow & Du, 2000). Accordingly, 5 and 10 were selected as the 

testlet lengths of interest in the present study.  

In previous simulation research involving modeling testlet-based items, the total number of 

items per test had not been varied substaaantially. Wang and Wilson (2005) used 40 test items; 

Wang et al. (2002) used a test of 30 items; and Jiao et al. (2005) used 30 items in their simulation 

study. In addition, in previous simulation research involving modeling testlet-based items, the 
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number of testlets per test had not been varied substantially. Tuerlinckx and De Boeck (2001) 

used two testlets in one of their simulation studies; Jiao et al. (2005) used six testlets; Wang and 

Wilson (2005) used four testlets; Wang et al. (2002) used six, three, and two testlets; and 

Bradlow et al. (1999) used six and three testlets. In the present study, the total number of items in 

a test was fixed at 50. Thus, the number of testlets per test was 10 or 5, a design chosen in order 

to assess the effect of the number of random effects parameters being estimated on MMMT-2r 

parameter estimation performance. 

Sample Sizea 

    Most previous studies involving TRT used sample sizes of 1,000 (Wang, Bradlow & 

Wainer, 2002; Bradlow, Wainer & Wang, 1999; Jiao, Wang & Kamata, 2005; Jiao, Wang & He, 

2008). To test how well these models’ parameters can be estimated with reasonably smaller and 

larger sample sizes, estimation using 500 and 1,000 simulees was investigated.  

Patterns of Variances of Random Testlet Effects 

    The patterns and average values of random testlet effects variances ( )γτ  were manipulated 

in the present study. The variances of testlet effects used in previous studies did not vary much, 

ranging from 0 to 1.5. For example, Wang et al. (2002) specified the variance of testlet effect at 

the level of 0, 0.5, and 1. Wang and Wilson (2005) chose the values of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. Jiao 
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et al. (2005) used the values of 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5. The magnitude of the variance of random testlet 

effect was set at levels of 0, 0.25, 0.5625, and 1 in Jiao et al.’s (2008) study.  

In the present study, the patterns of variances of random testlet effects were modeled as 

being equal across testlets for some conditions and unequal for others. For equal variance 

conditions, three levels of LID magnitude were generated. The values of the variances (for every 

testlet) were 0, 0.25, and 0.5 for the three equal testlet-effects variance conditions. When the 

variances of random testlet effects are all modeled to be zero, this means that the MMMT-2f 

model is being used to generate the data (see Equation 42). When the variances are not zero, then 

the MMMT-2r/MMMT-3r models are being used to generate the data (see Equation 45). 

Moreover, the non-zero variance conditions can be classified into two categories. When the 

non-zero testlet-effects variance values ( )γτ  are identical for each testlet, the MMMT-3r model 

is being used to generate the data. When the non-zero variance values differ across testlets, the 

MMMT-2r model is being used to generate the data. The MMMT-2r model is a broader concept 

than the MMMT-3r, because the MMMT-2r allows testlet-effects variance values to be modeled 

as either equal or different across testlets.  

For the unequal testlet-effects variances conditions, two levels were simulated for the 

average of the variances of the random testlet effects across testlets: 0.25 or 0.5. When the 
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average of the variances of the random testlet effects was 0.25, half of the testlets’ variances for 

the random testlet effects were 0.125, and for the other half of the testlets they were 0.375. When 

the average of the variances of the random testlet effect was generated to be 0.5, half of the 

testlets were associated with variances of the random testlet effects with the value of 0.25, and 

the other half were associated with variances of the random testlet effects with the value of 0.75. 
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Table 1 

Simulation Design Conditions 

 Number of Items 

Per 

Testlet 

 τγ Patterns 

Condition Sample Size Average τγ 

across testlets 

Pattern 

1 5 500 0 All 

2 5 500 0.25 All 

3 5 500 0.5 All 

4 5 500 0.25 Average 

5 5 500 0.5 Average 

6 5 1000 0 All 

7 5 1000 0.25 All 

8 5 1000 0.5 All 

9 5 1000 0.25 Average 

10 5 1000 0.5 Average 

11 10 500 0 All 

12 10 500 0.25 All 

13 10 500 0.5 All 

14 10 500 0.25 Average 

15 10 500 0.5 Average 

16 10 1000 0 All 

17 10 1000 0.25 All 

18 10 1000 0.5 All 

19 10 1000 0.25 Average 

20 10 1000 0.5 Average 

Note. Where the pattern of τγ is “all,” the testlet effects variance values were the same for each 

testlet. Where the pattern is “average,” the testlet effects variances differed. 
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Parameter Estimation 

    The ability, item, and testlet parameters for all conditions were estimated using the 

MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r, and MMMT-3r models, using the SAS PROC GLIMMIX procedure 

(SAS Institute, 2006). PROC GLIMMIX is designed for generalized linear mixed models’ 

estimation and is a flexible procedure commonly used for estimations in multilevel measurement 

models (Flom, McMahon & Pouget, 2006).  

The residual pseudo-likelihood method (RSPL) was used to estimate parameters. RSPL is 

one of the available Penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) methods in SAS 9.2. The class of PQL 

methods includes RSPL, RMPL, MSPL, and MMPL. The last two letters PL in the abbreviations 

refer to the pseudo-likelihood method, which is also called penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL). 

The first letter of the abbreviation identifies whether there is residual likelihood based estimation 

(R) or maximum likelihood based estimation (M). The second letter designates whether the 

expansion locus of the Taylor series expansions is the vector of random effects solutions (S, 

subject-specific) or the mean of the random effects (M, marginal expansion). In addition, 

likelihood-based methods with Laplace approximation (LAPLACE) and likelihood estimation 

based on adaptive quadrature (QUAD) are also available in SAS 9.2. RSPL is chosen over the 

other estimation methods for two reasons. First, the GLIMMIX Procedure (SAS, 2006) indicates 
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that “in a likelihood method that is not residual based, both the covariance parameters and the 

fixed effects estimates are maximum likelihood estimates, but the former are known to have 

greater bias. In some problems, residual likelihood estimates of covariance parameters are 

unbiased” (2006, p.25). Second, because of the high dimensionality of the integral, the two 

integral approximation methods LAPLACE and QUAD become computationally infeasible as 

the number of random effects becomes large. That is, LAPLACE and QUAD are practically 

infeasible to estimate the MMMT-2r mode, under which the number of random effects equals the 

number of testlets (5 or 10). Therefore, RSPL was used to estimate parameters in this study.  

The parameters being estimated varied depending on the model being estimated. Parameter 

estimates for the MMMT-2f included a difficulty parameter ( )0q
β

 
for each item (except for the 

reference indicator item for each testlet) and a fixed testlet effect parameter ( )0Td
β

 
for each 

testlet. For MMMT-2r, the same parameters were estimated as for the MMMT-2f, with additional 

parameters including testlet effect variances for each testlet. For MMMT-3r, the estimated 

parameters for examinees and items were the same as under MMMT-2f and MMMT-2r. 

MMMT-3r, however, provided only a single estimate of the testlet effects variance. Table 2 

details the parameters and number of parameters that were estimated under each model.  
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Table 2 

Parameters and Number of Parameters Estimated for Each Model 

 Model 

Parameters estimated MMMT-2f MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

Fixed Effects    

Item difficulty βq0 βq0 γq00 

Testlet difficulty βTp0 βTp0 - 

Random Effects    

Person ability variance τu τu τu 

Testlet effect variance - Tpuτ  τr 

Number of parameters estimated    

Fixed Effects    

Item difficulty m(k − 1) m(k − 1) mk 

Testlet difficulty m m - 

Random Effects    

Testlet effect variance 0 m 1 

Note. The item’s difficulty for each testlet’s reference indicator (for MMMT-2f and MMMT-2r) 

models is the equivalent of the corresponding testlet’s fixed effect parameter. A test consisted of 

m testlets with k items per testlet. 
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Data Generation 

Statistical Analysis Software (SAS, SAS Institute, 2005) was used to generate the data for 

each of the 100 replications per condition. As noted above, the generating models were 

MMMT-2f or MMMT-2r, depending on the pattern of testlet-effect variance condition.  

For data generated to fit the MMMT-2f model, the residual term in Equation 42 

(representing examinee ability) was randomly sampled from a normal distribution with mean of 

zero and standard deviation of one. The true probability of a correct response to item i was then 

obtained by substituting the generating parameters’ values and residual values into Equation 44. 

Then, this probability was compared with a random number sampled from a uniform distribution 

with a range of 0 to 1. If the probability was greater than or equal to the sampled number, a value 

of 1 was assigned to this item for the simulee to indicate a correct response. Otherwise, the 

response was scored incorrect and a value of zero was assigned. This procedure was followed for 

each item score.  

 For the conditions under which the MMMT-2r was the generating model, each testlet effect 

consisted of a fixed and a random effect. Thus, to generate data to fit this model, the person 

ability and the person-specific testlet effect for each testlet was generated. As in other TRT 

models, the person-specific testlet effects and examinee ability were assumed to be independent. 
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Each residual was sampled from a normal distribution with a mean of zero, and the 

corresponding variance (where the person ability variance was set to one) and the testlet effects’ 

variances depended on the specific design condition as described in Table 2. 

The item and testlet difficulty parameter values used to generate data for the two test format 

conditions are contained in Table 3. Real data from a large scale assessment was calibrated using 

the MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r models in SAS PROC GLIMMIX (SAS Institute, 

2006). The item and testlet parameters estimated were obtained from a real large scale 

assessment consisting of responses to 33 testlet-based questions from 1,000 examinees. The 

numbers of items associated with the 5 testlets were 8, 5, 7, 7, and 6. For the MMMT-2f model, 

the item and testlet difficulties ranged from –2.613 to 1.052 and from –1.623 to –0.004, 

respectively, with averages of –0.961 and –0.791, respectively. For the MMMT-2r model, the 

item and testlet difficulties ranged from –2.657 to 1.063 and from –1.629 to –0.007, respectively, 

with averages of –0.967 and –0.80, respectively. For the MMMT-2r model, the testlet variances 

ranged from 0.018 to 0.307. For the MMMT-3r model, the item difficulties ranged from –0.007 

to –4.264.  

In addition, these difficulty values were selected because the item difficulty parameters 

were often chosen within the range of –1 and 1 in previous studies. For example, Jiao et al. (2005) 
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used the values of –1, –0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1. The item difficulty parameters were sampled from the 

normal distribution with mean of zero and standard deviation of 1 (Wang, Bradlow, &Wainer, 

2002; Jiao, Wang & He, 2008).  

Table 3 

Parameters Values Used to Generate Data across Test Format Conditions 

 

 Five-Item/Testlet 

 

Ten-Item/Testlet  

10β  –1.50 –1.50 

20β  –1.00 –1.00 

30β  –0.50 –0.50 

40β  0.50 0.50 

50β  0.00 0.00 

60β   –1.50 

70β   –1.00 

80β   –0.50 

90β   0.50 

100β   0.00 

10T
β  –1.50 –1.50 

20T
β  –1.00 –1.00 

30T
β  –0.50 –0.50 

40T
β  0.50 0.50 

50T
β  0.00 0.00 

60T
β  –1.50  

70T
β  –1.00  

80T
β  –0.50  

90T
β  0.50  

100T
β  0.00  

θτ  1 1 

   

Data Analyses 
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Models Estimated 

SAS PROC GLIMMIX (SAS Institute, 2006) was used to estimate three multilevel 

measurement models for testlets, including MMMT-2f (see Equations 41 and 42), MMMT-2r 

(see Equations 41and 45), and MMMT-3r (see Equations 38 to 40). When identical testlet effect 

variances across testlets are generated, MMMT-2r fits the assumptions of MMMT-3r. Because 

examinee’s ability and the random testlet effect were modeled as being independent, the variance 

components (VC) setting for the PROC GLIMMIX covariance structure command was used. In 

the present study, the item difficulty of the reference item of each testlet was 0. Therefore, the 

reference indicator item difficulty corresponded to the common difficulty of its associated testlet. 

In addition, to make the comparisons among the three models and replications feasible, item, 

testlet parameter estimates were obtained on a specific common scale by fixing the variance of 

the variance of person ability at 1. Therefore, the variance of the level-two residual terms was 

fixed at 1 in the MMMT-2f and the MMMT-2r; the variance of the level-three residual terms was 

modeled as 1 in the MMMT-3r.  

The following approach was designed to facilitate the comparison of the various models’ 

testlet parameters. The fixed testlet effect parameters ( )0Td
β for MMMT-2f and MMMT-2r were 

compared, and the variances of the random testlet effects for MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r were 
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compared. In the MMMT-2r, each testlet has its own variance of the random testlet effect. Each 

testlet’s variance of the random testlet effect ( )γτ was compared with LID variances ( )πτ from 

the MMMT-3r.   

Model Performance Measures  

 Parameter and Standard Error Estimates. Descriptive statistics (the mean and standard 

error of the parameter estimates) for the fixed and random effect parameter estimates from 

MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r, and MMMT-3r were summarized across the 100 replications and by 

condition. Estimates were compared for each simulated condition and across estimating models 

(MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r, and MMMT-3r) and with known generating values. In addition, relative 

parameter and standard error bias (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998) were summarized for each 

fixed and random effects parameter estimate. The relative bias of the parameter estimated was 

calculated using the following equation: 

 ( )
ˆ

ˆ t t
t

t

B
λ λ

λ
λ

−
=   (46) 

where 
t

λ  is the value of the tth parameter and ˆ
t

λ  is the mean of the parameter’s estimates 

across the 100 replications. The relative bias of the standard error estimates was calculated using  

 ( ) ˆ ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ ˆ
ˆ

ˆ
t t

t

t

s s
B s

s

λ λ

λ

λ

−
=  (46) 
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where 
t

s
λ̂

ˆ  is the mean of the estimated standard errors of tλ̂  across replications, and 
t

s
λ̂

ˆ is the 

standard deviation of the estimates tλ̂  across replications. The acceptable degree of bias cutoffs 

for 






tB λ̂  and ( )
t

sB
λ̂

ˆ  suggested by Hoogland and Boomsma (1998) are 05.0ˆ <






tB λ  and 

( ) 1.0ˆ
ˆ <

t

sB
λ

.  

    ANOVA. If either the relative bias of the parameter ( )ˆ
t

B λ or of the standard error estimates 

( )ˆ
ˆ

t

B s
λ

were not within the acceptable range, the factors that led to this bias were investigated 

using factorial ANOVA. The ANOVA was conducted with the biases ( ) ( )( )ˆ
ˆ ˆ or 

t
t

B B s
λ

λ as 

outcomes and simulation conditions as the factors. Only main and two-way interaction effects 

were investigated. 

 Model Selection. Akaike’s information criterion (AIC, 1977) and Schwarz’s Bayesian 

criterion (SBC, 1978) were used to compare the goodness of fit of the models. Smaller values of 

these fit indices support a better-fitting model. The proportion of replications that led to correct 

model selection as the best fitting model were tallied. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

Simulation Study 

Item and testlet parameter estimates obtained using the MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r, and 

MMMT-3r models were compared. For each model, the simulated conditions were evaluated 

based on descriptive statistics, relative bias, standard error bias, and fit index performance. 

ANOVAs were conducted to identify which simulated factors seemed to have had an effect on 

bias. An alpha-level of 0.01 paired with a minimum value of .01 for 2

p
η  was used as cutoff for 

practical significance.  

First, discussion is presented about estimation of both item and testlet fixed effects by 

generating values for item effects in case estimation performances varied by parameter value. 

Second, estimation of the random testlet effects’ variance components is discussed. Finally, fit 

index results are presented. 

Analysis of Fixed Effects 

Item Fixed Effects with a Generating Value of –1.5 

Statistics describing the estimation of item difficulties using a generating value of −1.5 

are provided in Table 4, and relative bias estimates follow in Table 5. Refer to Table 1 for 

detailed description concerning each numbered condition. 
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Relative parameter estimation bias. When MMMT-2f was the generating model, no 

substantial parameter bias was found in the fixed effects estimates (see Table 5). However, when 

the generating model was either MMMT-2r or MMMT-3r, substantial negative bias was found in 

conditions with larger τ  values. 
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Table 4 

Descriptive Statistics for the Item Fixed Effect with a Generating Value of –1.5 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  

MMMT2f MMMT2r MMMT3r 

    Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –1.468 0.162 –1.469 0.162 –1.954 0.715 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –1.427 0.168 –1.434 0.169 –1.909 0.698 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –1.385 0.170 –1.407 0.173 –1.854 0.680 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –1.433 0.168 –1.441 0.168 –1.904 0.705 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –1.380 0.174 –1.403 0.172 –1.858 0.694 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –1.477 0.119 –1.477 0.119 –1.965 0.707 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –1.423 0.115 –1.430 0.115 –1.891 0.681 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –1.374 0.114 –1.395 0.115 –1.844 0.664 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –1.413 0.123 –1.420 0.122 –1.889 0.688 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –1.367 0.125 –1.388 0.122 –1.846 0.681 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –1.475 0.157 –1.476 0.157 –1.966 0.718 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –1.433 0.163 –1.447 0.163 –1.911 0.702 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –1.392 0.155 –1.431 0.158 –1.886 0.693 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –1.422 0.151 –1.437 0.151 –1.901 0.696 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –1.385 0.153 –1.425 0.153 –1.881 0.694 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –1.475 0.107 –1.475 0.107 –1.959 0.706 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –1.423 0.113 –1.436 0.114 –1.911 0.687 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –1.381 0.102 –1.419 0.104 –1.871 0.670 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –1.428 0.110 –1.443 0.109 –1.909 0.697 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –1.382 0.111 –1.422 0.107 –1.879 0.685 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions; SD = Standard Deviation. 
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Table 5 

Relative Bias of Parameter and Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Item Fixed Effects with a 

Generating Value of –1.5 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  MMMT-2f MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

    Parameter SE Parameter SE Parameter SE 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.021 0.093 –0.021 0.093 –0.024 0.087 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.049 0.029 –0.044 0.027 –0.047 0.005 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.077 –0.002 –0.062 –0.012 –0.077 0.019 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.044 0.052 –0.039 0.050 –0.050 0.079 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.080 0.036 –0.065 0.036 –0.072 0.062 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.015 0.044 –0.015 0.044 –0.019 0.021 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.051 0.053 –0.047 0.050 –0.056 0.074 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.084 0.051 –0.070 0.045 –0.079 0.035 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.058 0.028 –0.053 0.027 –0.057 –0.003 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.089 0.032 –0.074 0.023 –0.078 0.070 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.016 0.030 –0.016 0.030 –0.018 0.009 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.045 –0.017 –0.035 –0.017 –0.046 0.007 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.072 –0.002 –0.046 –0.013 –0.059 0.009 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.052 0.035 –0.042 0.033 –0.050 0.056 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.076 0.042 –0.050 0.031 –0.059 0.002 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.017 0.041 –0.017 0.042 –0.022 0.028 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.051 –0.008 –0.043 –0.011 –0.045 0.007 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.079 0.053 –0.054 0.041 –0.065 0.009 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.048 0.031 –0.038 0.029 –0.047 0.043 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.079 0.049 –0.052 0.037 –0.061 0.033 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute relative bias values lower than .05 are 

considered acceptable for parameter bias, and values less than .10 are considered acceptable for 

standard error bias (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). Unacceptable bias values are in bold. 
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Matching the patterns of results in Tables 4 and 5 for the estimates using the MMMT-2f 

model, the ANOVA results indicated that the pattern of the random testlet effects’ variances was 

found to have a moderate impact on negative relative bias [F (4, 19,984) = 305.97, p<.01, 2

p
η = 

0.0577]. To better understand this factor’s effect, the average relative parameter bias of these 

item difficulties is presented in Table 6 for each pattern of the random testlet effects’ variances. 

No bias was identified when MMMT-2f was used to generate the data. In the comparison of the 

other two generating models (MMMT-2r and MMMT3r), for either value of the average of the 

random testlet effects’ variances conditions, slightly more substantial negative bias was found 

when the MMMT-2r was used to generate the data. Given this pattern, it appears that no matter 

whether the variances of the random testlet effects were generated as being equal (the “All” 

pattern) across testlets or not (the “Average” pattern), the larger the average of the testlet effects 

variances, the larger the magnitude of the relative bias. 
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Table 6 

Average Item Difficulty Relative Bias across Five Random Testlet Effects’ Variances Conditions 

for Items with True Difficulties of −1.5 Estimated Assuming the MMMT-2f Model 

γτ Pattern 

Average Relative Bias 
Average γτ  across 

testlets 

Pattern 

0 All –0.017 

0.25 All –0.049 

0.5 All –0.078 

0.25 Average –0.051 

0.5 Average –0.081 

Note. “All” means the testlet effects variance values were the same for each testlet. When the 

pattern is “average,” the testlet effects variances differed. 

ANOVA results for item difficulty estimated assuming the MMMT-2r model similarly 

indicated that the pattern of random testlet effects’ variances [F (4, 19984) = 134.50, p<.01, 2

p
η  

= 0.0262] had a significant effect on the estimation of item difficulties. Table 7 presents the 

average relative bias for each pattern of random testlet effects’ variances. No bias was found 

when MMMT-2f was used to generate the data. In addition, when the average of the random 

testlet effects’ variances was 0.25, no bias was detected. With the average value of 0.5, the 

degree of the substantial negative bias increased slightly when the generating model was 

MMMT-2r. Regardless of whether the random testlet effects’ variances were equal or unequal 

within a test, more bias was associated with larger average values of the testlet effects variances. 
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Table 7 

Average Item Difficulty Relative Bias across Five Random Testlet Effects’ Variances Conditions 

for Items with True Difficulties of −1.5 Estimated Assuming the MMMT-2r Model 

γτ Pattern 

Average Relative Bias 
Average γτ  across 

testlets 

Pattern 

0 All –0.017 

0.25 All –0.042 

0.5 All –0.058 

0.25 Average –0.043 

0.5 Average –0.060 

Note. “All” means the testlet effects variance values were the same for each testlet. When the 

pattern is “average,” the testlet effects variances differed. 

When MMMT-3r was the estimating model, the ANOVA results indicated that none of 

the simulated factors had a substantial effect on parameter bias. 

Relative standard error estimation bias. Based on Hoogland and Boomsma’s criterion 

(1998), no substantial standard error bias was found in the fixed item effect estimates with a 

generating value of -1.5 when estimates were made using any of the MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r, or 

MMMT-3r models. 

Item Fixed Effects with a Generating Value of –1.0 

Table 8 contains descriptive statistics for the fixed item effects estimates with a 

generating value of −1.0. Table 9 presents the corresponding estimates for parameters and 
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standard error relative bias. 

Table 8 

Descriptive Statistics for the Item Fixed Effect with a Generating Value of –1.0 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

N τ  

MMMT2f MMMT2r MMMT3r 

    Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.979 0.169 –0.979 0.169 –1.465 0.709 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.950 0.156 –0.955 0.157 –1.430 0.682 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.922 0.152 –0.937 0.154 –1.384 0.664 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.947 0.160 –0.952 0.160 –1.416 0.694 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.915 0.155 –0.930 0.155 –1.387 0.680 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.986 0.108 –0.986 0.108 –1.473 0.700 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.948 0.107 –0.953 0.108 –1.413 0.673 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.918 0.104 –0.933 0.106 –1.382 0.659 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.945 0.111 –0.951 0.110 –1.420 0.685 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.906 0.107 –0.921 0.107 –1.379 0.672 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.983 0.139 –0.983 0.139 –1.474 0.715 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.950 0.138 –0.960 0.139 –1.424 0.692 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.916 0.137 –0.943 0.141 –1.398 0.673 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.950 0.137 –0.960 0.137 –1.425 0.695 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.918 0.139 –0.945 0.140 –1.401 0.687 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.985 0.100 –0.985 0.100 –1.470 0.703 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.946 0.096 –0.955 0.096 –1.430 0.681 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.920 0.093 –0.946 0.096 –1.398 0.668 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.951 0.099 –0.961 0.099 –1.427 0.692 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.918 0.098 –0.945 0.097 –1.403 0.687 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions; SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table 9 

Relative Bias of Parameter and Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Item Fixed Effects with a 

Generating Value of –1.0 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

N τ  MMMT-2f MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

    Parameter SE Parameter SE Parameter SE 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.021 –0.030 –0.021 –0.031 –0.026 –0.040 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.050 0.027 –0.045 0.024 –0.044 0.015 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.082 0.032 –0.067 0.023 –0.081 0.042 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.053 0.011 –0.048 0.009 –0.059 0.055 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.085 0.036 –0.070 0.031 –0.076 0.058 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.014 0.052 –0.014 0.052 –0.018 0.035 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.052 0.048 –0.047 0.045 –0.057 0.040 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.082 0.065 –0.067 0.056 –0.079 0.057 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.055 0.030 –0.049 0.027 –0.054 0.045 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.094 0.068 –0.079 0.057 –0.082 0.064 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.017 0.032 –0.017 0.032 –0.022 0.039 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.050 0.019 –0.040 0.017 –0.055 0.038 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.084 0.022 –0.057 0.007 –0.067 –0.016 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.050 0.040 –0.040 0.035 –0.051 0.045 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.082 0.020 –0.055 0.013 –0.066 0.024 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.015 0.007 –0.015 0.007 –0.022 0.046 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.054 0.052 –0.045 0.051 –0.047 0.055 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.080 0.062 –0.054 0.047 –0.070 0.020 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.049 0.020 –0.039 0.014 –0.050 0.018 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.082 0.070 –0.055 0.058 –0.069 0.013 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute relative bias values lower than .05 are 

considered acceptable for parameter bias, and values less than .10 are considered acceptable for 

standard error bias (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). Unacceptable bias values are in bold. 
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Relative parameter estimation bias. When MMMT-2f was used to generate data, no bias 

was found under the three estimating models (see Table 9). When MMMT-2f was the estimating 

model and the other two generating models (MMMT-2r or the MMMT-3r) were used to generate 

the dataset, the pattern of the random testlet effects’ variances had a small effect on the accuracy 

of the item effect estimates with a generating value of -1.0 [F (4, 19984) = 188.85, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 

0.0364]. The average relative bias by pattern of random testlet effects’ variances is presented in 

Table 10. When the average of the random testlet effects’ variance was 0.25, no difference was 

found between the generating models MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r; however, when the average 

was 0.5, more negative relative parameter bias was found when the MMMT-2r was used to 

generate the model. Again, no matter whether the true values of the random testlet effects’ 

variances across testlets within a test were identical or not, the larger the average of the testlet 

effects’ variances, the larger the magnitude of the relative bias. 
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Table 10 

Average Item Difficulty Relative Bias across Five Random Testlet Effects’ Variances Conditions 

for Items with True Difficulties of −1.0 Estimated Assuming the MMMT-2f Model 

γτ Pattern 

Average Relative Bias 
Average γτ  across 

testlets 

Pattern 

0 All –0.017 

0.25 All –0.052 

0.5 All –0.081 

0.25 Average –0.052 

0.5 Average –0.086 

Note. “All” means the testlet effects variance values were the same for each testlet. When the 

pattern is “average,” the testlet effects variances differed. 

The ANOVA results for estimating model MMMT-2r’s parameter estimates revealed that, 

again, the pattern of the random testlets’ effects variances had a substantial effect on negative 

parameter bias [F (1, 19984) = 85.54, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.0168]. The average relative bias by pattern 

of random testlet effects’ variances is presented in Table 11. No bias was found when the 

generating model was MMMT-2f nor when the average of the random testlet effects’ variances 

was 0.25. With the average value of 0.5, the degree of substantial negative bias increased slightly 

when the generating model was MMMT-2r. As the average of the random testlet effects’ 

variances increased, the magnitude of the negative relative parameter bias tended to be larger. 
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Table 11 

Average Item Difficulty Relative Bias across Five Random Testlet Effects’ Variances Conditions 

for Items with True Difficulties of −1.0 Estimated Assuming the MMMT-2r Model 

γτ Pattern 

Average Relative Bias 
Average γτ  across 

testlets 

Pattern 

0 All –0.017 

0.25 All –0.045 

0.5 All –0.060 

0.25 Average –0.044 

0.5 Average –0.064 

Note. “All” means the testlet effects variance values were the same for each testlet. When the 

pattern is “average,” the testlet effects variances differed. 

For estimating model MMMT-3r’s estimates, the ANOVA results indicated that none of 

the main or two-way interaction between the manipulated factors had a substantial impact on 

parameter bias. 

Relative standard error estimation bias. Across all twenty conditions and for all three 

estimating models, standard error bias values did not qualify as substantial, because for each 

condition the magnitude of the relative SE bias value was less than the .10 cutoff. 

Item Fixed Effects with a Generating Value of –0.5 

Descriptive statistics for the fixed item effect estimates with a generating value of 

−0.5 are given in Table 12, and the relative bias of the parameter and standard error estimates 
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follows in Table 13. 

Relative parameter estimation bias. When the MMMT-2f model was assumed although 

the generating model was either MMMT-3r or MMMT-2r, then substantial negative bias was 

identified (see Table 13). However, no bias was found when MMMT-2f was used to generate the 

data. When the generating model was either MMMT-3r or MMMT-2r, the ANOVA results for 

estimates using estimating model MMMT-2f revealed that the pattern of the random testlet 

effects’ variances had a substantial effect on negative parameter relative bias [F (4, 19984) = 

61.07, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.0121]. The average relative bias by pattern of random testlet effects’ 

variance is presented in Table 14. When the average of the random testlet effects’ variance was 

0.25, no difference was found between the generating models MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r. 

However, when the average was 0.5, the generating model MMMT-2r was associated with more 

negative relative parameter bias. Note that the bias that was identified only just meets criterion 

for substantial bias. As the average of the random testlet effects’ variances increased, the 

magnitude of the negative relative parameter bias tended to be larger. 
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Table 12 

Descriptive Statistics for the Item Fixed Effect with a Generating Value of −0.5 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  

MMMT2f MMMT2r MMMT3r 

    Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.486 0.150 –0.486 0.150 –0.972 0.705 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.471 0.145 –0.473 0.146 –0.949 0.691 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.463 0.144 –0.471 0.146 –0.918 0.662 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.472 0.140 –0.475 0.140 –0.939 0.686 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.456 0.140 –0.464 0.142 –0.921 0.670 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.493 0.104 –0.493 0.104 –0.981 0.700 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.476 0.105 –0.478 0.106 –0.939 0.673 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.460 0.099 –0.468 0.101 –0.917 0.653 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.473 0.106 –0.475 0.106 –0.945 0.681 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.450 0.100 –0.457 0.101 –0.915 0.668 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.501 0.129 –0.501 0.129 –0.992 0.707 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.477 0.128 –0.482 0.130 –0.947 0.680 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.454 0.124 –0.468 0.128 –0.923 0.668 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.474 0.131 –0.479 0.133 –0.944 0.693 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.464 0.130 –0.479 0.134 –0.935 0.684 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.492 0.093 –0.492 0.093 –0.977 0.702 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.472 0.090 –0.477 0.091 –0.952 0.673 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.457 0.085 –0.471 0.088 –0.923 0.662 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.479 0.092 –0.484 0.093 –0.951 0.685 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.459 0.091 –0.473 0.092 –0.931 0.677 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions; SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table 13 

Relative Bias of Parameter and Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Item Fixed Effects with a 

Generating Value of –0.5 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  MMMT-2f MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

    Parameter SE Parameter SE Parameter SE 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.028 0.006 –0.027 0.006 –0.016 0.035 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.058 0.040 –0.053 0.036 –0.030 0.019 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.076 0.045 –0.060 0.035 –0.055 0.015 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.056 0.096 –0.050 0.092 –0.033 0.060 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.088 0.071 –0.072 0.063 –0.056 0.091 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.013 0.029 –0.013 0.029 –0.013 0.004 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.049 0.010 –0.044 0.008 –0.039 0.047 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.080 0.068 –0.065 0.059 –0.052 0.082 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.055 0.023 –0.049 0.021 –0.038 0.029 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.101 0.063 –0.085 0.054 –0.054 0.046 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 0.002 0.028 0.003 0.028 –0.012 0.044 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.046 0.031 –0.036 0.026 –0.048 0.069 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.091 0.060 –0.064 0.044 –0.061 0.052 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.052 0.006 –0.042 0.000 –0.049 0.045 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.071 0.010 –0.043 –0.004 –0.056 0.038 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.015 0.015 –0.015 0.015 –0.019 0.016 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.056 0.038 –0.046 0.034 –0.045 0.008 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.085 0.097 –0.059 0.081 –0.064 0.047 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.043 0.009 –0.032 0.005 –0.042 0.002 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.082 0.035 –0.054 0.020 –0.056 0.044 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute relative bias values lower than .05 are 

considered acceptable for parameter bias, and values less than .10 are considered acceptable for 

standard error bias (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). Unacceptable bias values are in bold. 
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Table 14 

Average Item Difficulty Relative Bias across Five Random Testlet Effects’ Variances Conditions 

for Items with True Difficulties of −0.5 Estimated Assuming the MMMT-2f Model 

γτ Pattern 

Average Relative Bias 
Average γτ  across 

testlets 

Pattern 

0 All –0.013 

0.25 All –0.052 

0.5 All –0.082 

0.25 Average –0.052 

0.5 Average –0.086 

Note. “All” means the testlet effects variance values were the same for each testlet. When the 

pattern is “average,” the testlet effects variances differed. 

Under either of the estimating models MMMT-2r or MMMT-3r, the ANOVA results 

indicated that none of the simulated factors had a significant effect on parameter bias. All of the 

values of the practical significance were less than the .01 cutoff. 

Relative standard error estimation bias. Based on Hoogland and Boomsma’s (1998) 

cutoff for substantial relative standard error bias, 0.10, the standard error estimates were not 

substantially biased under any of the three estimating models MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r, or 

MMMT-3r. Due to the lack of substantial bias, an ANOVA was not conducted. 

Item Fixed Effects with a Generating Value of Zero 

Descriptive statistics for the estimation of the fixed item effects with a generating value 
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of zero are presented in Table 15, and the bias statistics follow in Table 16. To obtain full rank, 

there was one fewer dummy-coded variable (item with generating value of zero) than the number 

of items per testlet. Because items with the generating value of zero were treated as reference 

items in MMMT-2f and MMMT-2r, the only estimating model discussed here is MMMT-3r. 

Parameter estimation bias. All of the estimates across the twenty conditions for 

estimating model MMMT-3r were in the negative direction (see Table 16). From the ANOVA 

results, neither the main effects nor the two-way interaction effects between the factors were 

found to have a significant effect on the bias. Note that there is no criterion for substantial bias, 

only for substantial relative bias.  

Relative standard error estimation bias. Because no substantial standard error bias was 

found (see Table 16), no ANOVA was conducted for the bias found in the MMMT-3r standard 

error estimates. 
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Table 15 

Descriptive Statistics for the Item Fixed Effect with a Generating Value of Zero 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  

MMMT3r 

    Mean SD 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.467 0.679 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.486 0.708 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.476 0.690 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.447 0.654 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.464 0.683 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.458 0.669 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.488 0.699 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.461 0.672 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.449 0.654 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.470 0.682 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.459 0.664 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.491 0.705 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.465 0.683 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.456 0.673 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.466 0.690 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.458 0.676 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.485 0.700 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.475 0.674 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.453 0.660 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.467 0.683 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions; SD = Standard Deviation. 
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Table 16 

 

Bias of Parameter Estimates and Relative Bias of Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Item Fixed 

Effects with a Generating Value of Zero 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  MMMT-3r 

    Parameter SE 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.011 –0.009 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.033 0.041 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.069 0.070 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.039 0.054 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.064 0.053 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.017 0.003 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.046 0.054 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.066 0.035 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.040 0.032 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.065 0.024 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.010 0.025 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.035 0.046 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.058 0.045 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.039 –0.004 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.060 0.064 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.012 0.024 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.044 0.006 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.060 0.034 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.040 0.021 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.054 0.088 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute values below .10 are considered 

acceptable for standard error bias. 
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Item Fixed Effects with a Generating Value of 0.5 

Descriptive statistics for the fixed item effect estimates with a generating value of 

0.5 are given in Table 17, and statistics for the relative bias of parameter and standard error 

estimates follow in Table 18. 

Relative parameter estimation bias. When MMMT-2f was used to generate the data, no 

substantial negative bias was found under the three estimating models. When MMMT-2r or 

MMMT-3r were used to generate the data, the ANOVA results revealed that none of the main 

effects nor the two-way interaction effects were found to have a significant impact on negative 

relative parameter bias under any of the three estimating models MMMT-2f, MMMT-2r, or 

MMMT-3r. 

Relative standard error estimation bias. Across estimating models, none of the standard 

error bias across the twenty conditions met Hoogland and Boomsma’s criteria (1998) for 

substantial bias. 
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Table 17 

Descriptive Statistics for the Item Fixed Effect with a Generating Value of 0.5 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  

MMMT2f MMMT2r MMMT3r 

    Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 0.493 0.147 0.493 0.147 0.007 0.703 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 0.476 0.141 0.478 0.142 0.002 0.676 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 0.447 0.136 0.454 0.137 0.006 0.653 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 0.468 0.137 0.470 0.138 0.005 0.684 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 0.459 0.141 0.466 0.143 0.008 0.671 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 0.491 0.104 0.491 0.104 0.004 0.697 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 0.464 0.097 0.466 0.097 0.005 0.668 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 0.448 0.101 0.455 0.102 0.006 0.656 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 0.473 0.096 0.475 0.096 0.005 0.677 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 0.462 0.099 0.469 0.101 0.010 0.664 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 0.484 0.124 0.484 0.124 –0.006 0.711 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 0.467 0.126 0.472 0.128 0.007 0.685 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 0.461 0.120 0.474 0.123 0.019 0.672 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 0.470 0.123 0.475 0.124 0.010 0.685 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 0.452 0.121 0.465 0.123 0.008 0.679 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 0.489 0.086 0.489 0.086 0.004 0.697 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 0.472 0.085 0.477 0.086 0.002 0.673 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 0.453 0.083 0.465 0.085 0.013 0.662 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 0.471 0.086 0.476 0.086 0.009 0.683 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 0.451 0.088 0.465 0.089 0.005 0.670 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions; SD = Standard Deviation. 
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Table 18 

Relative Bias of Parameter and Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Item Fixed Effects with a 

Generating Value of 0.5 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  MMMT-2f MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

    Parameter SE Parameter SE Parameter SE 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.014 0.001 –0.013 0.001 –0.017 0.013 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.049 0.029 –0.044 0.027 –0.046 0.051 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.100 0.058 –0.085 0.053 –0.070 0.038 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.065 0.054 –0.060 0.052 –0.040 0.051 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.083 0.034 –0.067 0.025 –0.065 0.070 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.018 –0.005 –0.018 –0.005 –0.016 –0.003 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.257 0.052 –0.254 0.050 –0.110 0.059 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.103 0.006 –0.089 –0.001 –0.064 0.012 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.055 0.065 –0.050 0.062 –0.043 0.094 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.076 0.029 –0.061 0.023 –0.066 0.056 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.032 0.019 –0.031 0.018 –0.005 0.044 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.066 –0.009 –0.056 –0.015 –0.039 0.019 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.078 0.049 –0.052 0.035 –0.051 0.010 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.060 0.020 –0.050 0.016 –0.038 0.040 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.096 0.054 –0.069 0.038 –0.060 0.030 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.022 0.034 –0.022 0.033 –0.015 0.034 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.056 0.039 –0.047 0.033 –0.042 0.032 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.094 0.060 –0.069 0.047 –0.059 0.019 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.057 0.036 –0.047 0.031 –0.038 0.016 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.097 0.013 –0.070 –0.002 –0.060 0.021 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute relative bias values lower than .05 are 

considered acceptable for parameter bias, and values less than .10 are considered acceptable for 

standard error bias (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). Unacceptable bias values are in bold. 
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Analysis of Fixed Testlet Effects Estimates 

Fixed testlet effects were estimated when using the MMMT-2f and MMMT-2r models but 

not the MMMT-3r model. Therefore, the estimating models addressed in this section include 

only MMMT-2f and MMMT-2r. An ANOVA that included the generating value as a factor was 

conducted, and the results indicated that different generating values for this parameter did not 

have a substantial impact on fixed testlet effect parameter estimation bias. Therefore, an ANOVA 

was conducted across all generating values for the testlet effect. 

Descriptive statistics for the fixed testlet effects with nonzero generating values are given 

in Table 19, and statistics for estimates with generating values of zero follow in Table 20. A 

summary of the relative bias and of the bias of parameter and standard error estimates with 

nonzero and zero generating values is provided in Tables 21 and 22, respectively. 
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Table 19 

Descriptive Statistics for the Testlet Fixed Effect with Nonzero Generating Values 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  

MMMT2f MMMT2r 

    Mean SD Mean SD 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.615 0.119 –0.615 0.119 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.592 0.113 –0.592 0.113 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.555 0.108 –0.558 0.109 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.590 0.112 –0.592 0.113 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.567 0.115 –0.571 0.116 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.613 0.081 –0.613 0.081 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.577 0.074 –0.578 0.074 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.566 0.079 –0.569 0.080 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.588 0.078 –0.589 0.079 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.569 0.084 –0.573 0.085 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.614 0.086 –0.614 0.086 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.583 0.084 –0.584 0.085 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.560 0.088 –0.567 0.090 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.583 0.089 –0.586 0.089 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.567 0.087 –0.575 0.089 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.607 0.056 –0.607 0.056 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.591 0.061 –0.593 0.061 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.562 0.062 –0.568 0.063 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.584 0.063 –0.586 0.063 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.567 0.059 –0.575 0.060 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions; SD = Standard Deviation. 
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Table 20 

Descriptive Statistics for the Testlet Fixed Effect with a Generating Value of Zero 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  

MMMT2f MMMT2r 

    Mean SD Mean SD 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 0.014 0.115 0.014 0.115 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.005 0.111 –0.004 0.111 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.016 0.124 –0.015 0.126 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 0.001 0.103 0.002 0.104 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.028 0.098 –0.027 0.100 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 0.007 0.076 0.007 0.076 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 0.004 0.084 0.005 0.084 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 0.018 0.078 0.020 0.079 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 0.003 0.071 0.003 0.072 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.002 0.074 0.000 0.076 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 0.005 0.090 0.005 0.090 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 0.015 0.081 0.016 0.082 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.012 0.082 –0.010 0.084 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 0.015 0.085 0.016 0.086 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 0.009 0.076 0.014 0.080 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 0.005 0.061 0.005 0.061 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.002 0.068 –0.001 0.068 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 0.010 0.059 0.012 0.060 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 0.007 0.060 0.009 0.061 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.001 0.056 0.003 0.059 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions; SD = Standard Deviation. 
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Table 21 

Relative Bias of Parameter and Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Testlet Fixed Effects with 

Nonzero Generating Values 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  MMMT-2f MMMT-2r 

    Parameter SE Parameter SE 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 –0.019 –0.012 –0.019 –0.010 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.043 0.029 –0.040 0.041 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.096 0.083 –0.087 0.107 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 –0.056 0.039 –0.054 0.050 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.086 0.014 –0.078 0.029 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 –0.024 0.011 –0.024 0.013 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.061 0.064 –0.058 0.075 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.094 0.020 –0.085 0.039 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 –0.053 0.017 –0.051 0.027 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.089 0.001 –0.082 0.020 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 –0.015 0.014 –0.015 0.016 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.053 0.025 –0.048 0.049 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.088 –0.026 –0.071 0.021 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 –0.059 –0.014 –0.055 0.008 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 –0.095 –0.007 –0.082 0.032 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 –0.016 0.103 –0.016 0.103 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.060 0.010 –0.055 0.032 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.095 –0.018 –0.079 0.022 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 –0.057 –0.022 –0.054 –0.001 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.083 0.047 –0.071 0.083 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute relative bias values lower than .05 are 

considered acceptable for parameter bias, and values less than .10 are considered acceptable for 

standard error bias (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). Unacceptable bias values are in bold. 
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Table 22 

Bias of Parameter Estimates and Relative Bias of Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Testlet 

Fixed Effects with a Generating Value of Zero 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 

Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  MMMT-2f MMMT-2r 

    Parameter SE Parameter SE 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 0.024 0.002 0.024 0.003 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 0.001 0.028 0.001 0.040 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 0.004 –0.094 0.005 –0.076 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 0.016 0.049 0.017 0.066 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 –0.013 0.105 –0.011 0.139 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 0.010 –0.029 0.010 –0.028 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 0.004 –0.050 0.005 –0.038 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 0.009 –0.010 0.011 0.011 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 0.003 0.026 0.003 0.044 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 –0.001 –0.006 0.001 0.020 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 0.005 –0.091 0.005 –0.090 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 0.015 0.013 0.016 0.037 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.012 0.003 –0.010 0.045 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 0.015 –0.034 0.016 0.001 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 0.009 0.075 0.014 0.131 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 0.005 –0.040 0.005 –0.039 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.002 –0.143 –0.001 –0.122 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 0.010 –0.010 0.012 0.029 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 0.007 –0.038 0.009 –0.006 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 –0.001 0.034 0.003 0.089 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute values below .10 are considered 

acceptable for standard error bias. 
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 Relative parameter estimation bias. For the fixed testlet effects with nonzero generating 

values, the negative bias was due to the pattern of the random testlet effects’ variances for both 

the estimating models MMMT-2f and MMMT-2r. The ANOVA results for the estimating model 

MMMT-2f estimates indicated that the pattern of the random testlet effects’ variances had a small 

effect on relative parameter bias [F (4, 11984) = 107.53, p <.01, 2

p
η  = 0.0346]. The average 

relative bias by pattern of random testlet effects’ variances is presented in Table 23. Increasing 

the average of the random testlet effects’ variances resulted in a larger magnitude of negative 

relative parameter bias. 

Table 23 

Average Testlet Difficulty Relative Bias across Five Random Testlet Effects’ Variances Conditions 

for Testlets with Nonzero True Difficulties Estimated Assuming the MMMT-2f Model 

γτ Pattern 

Average Relative Bias 
Average γτ  across 

testlets 

Pattern 

0 All –0.020 

0.25 All –0.053 

0.5 All –0.094 

0.25 Average –0.056 

0.5 Average –0.088 

Note. “All” means the testlet effects variance values were the same for each testlet. When the 

pattern is “average,” the testlet effects variances differed. 

Based on the ANOVA conducted using the estimating model MMMT-2r estimates, the 
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results indicated the pattern of the random testlet effects’ variances was associated with the 

negative parameter relative bias [F (4, 11984) = 73.81, p <.01, 2

p
η  = 0.0240]. The average 

relative bias by pattern of random testlet effects’ variance is presented in Table 24. As the 

average of the random testlet effects’ variances increased, the magnitude of the negative relative 

parameter bias tended to be larger. 

Table 24 

Average Testlet Difficulty Relative Bias across Five Random Testlet Effects’ Variances Conditions 

for Testlets with Nonzero True Difficulties Estimated Assuming the MMMT-2r Model 

γτ Pattern 

Average Relative Bias 
Average γτ  across 

testlets 

Pattern 

0 All –0.019 

0.25 All –0.050 

0.5 All –0.082 

0.25 Average –0.053 

0.5 Average –0.079 

Note. “All” means the testlet effects variance values were the same for each testlet. When the 

pattern is “average,” the testlet effects variances differ. 

For the fixed testlet effect estimates with zero generating values using either the 

MMMT-2f or the MMMT-2r models, neither of the main nor two-way interaction effects were 

found to have a substantial effect on the bias. 

Relative standard error estimation bias. For both the estimating models MMMT-2f and 
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MMMT-2r estimates, most of the standard error estimates met Hoogland and Boomsma’s criteria 

(1998) for insubstantial standard error bias (see Tables 21 and 22). For a small number of 

conditions, the values just exceeded the cutoff. For example, the relative standard error estimates 

bias of condition 17 was −0.143 (see Table 22). The number of conditions for which substantial 

bias was identified was two and three for testlet fixed effects with nonzero and zero generating 

values, respectively (see Tables 21 and 22). Under the nonzero generating values, the common 

factor underlying these two conditions was that the random testlet effects’ variances were 

identical across testlets, whereas no distinct pattern was found under the zero generating value 

for the three mildly substantial biased conditions. 
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Analysis of Random Testlet Effects 

The analysis of random testlet effects’ variances is discussed in this section. Analysis of 

the equal testlet effects’ variances conditions is presented first, and that is followed by a 

description of the results for the unequal testlet effect variance conditions. Because random 

testlet effects were modeled under MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r, this section refers only to 

MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r testlet effect variance component estimates. 

Equal Pattern of Random Testlet Effects’ Variances 

Table 25 contains descriptive statistics for the random testlet effect variance estimates for 

conditions with equal variances across testlets within a test. Table 26 shows the relative bias of 

random testlet effects for conditions with equal patterns of nonzero random testlet effects’ 

variances. Table 27 shows the bias of random testlet effects for conditions with an equal 

generating value pattern of random testlet effects’ variances of zero. 

In terms of the relative parameter estimation bias of random effects, no parameter bias 

was found in τ = 0 conditions under either estimating model MMMT-2r or MMMT-3r (see Table 

27). However, for all the other conditions with nonzero values of testlet variances, regardless of 

the estimating models, the associate relative bias was found to be downwardly biased (see Table 

26). To determine which factors contributed to the bias, ANOVAs were conducted that included 
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the average value of the random testlet effects’ variances as a factor. 

Table 25 

Descriptive Statistics for Random Testlet Effects with Equal Generating Value Pattern in 

MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r 

    Estimating Model 

    MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

Generating 

Model 

i n τ  

Mean SD Mean SD 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 0.019 0.012 0.003 0.009 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 0.162 0.023 0.162 0.024 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 0.332 0.027 0.332 0.027 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 0.012 0.007 0.001 0.003 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 0.165 0.018 0.165 0.017 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 0.331 0.019 0.332 0.019 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 0.010 0.008 0.002 0.006 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 0.195 0.024 0.196 0.023 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 0.393 0.029 0.393 0.029 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 0.006 0.005 0.001 0.002 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 0.194 0.017 0.194 0.017 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 0.383 0.019 0.384 0.019 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = equal τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions.  
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Table 26 

Relative Bias of Parameter and Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Random (Testlet) Effects 

Parameter Estimates for Conditions with Nonzero Equal Pattern of Testlet Effects Variances 

    Estimating Model 

    MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

Generating Model i n τ  Parameter SE Parameter SE 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 –0.351 0.163 –0.354 0.157 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 –0.335 0.083 –0.337 0.137 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 –0.341 0.100 –0.339 0.170 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 –0.339 0.052 –0.337 0.128 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 –0.177 0.055 –0.215 0.075 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 –0.172 0.000 –0.214 0.105 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 –0.181 –0.005 –0.225 0.030 

MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 –0.189 0.045 –0.232 0.149 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = equal τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute relative bias values lower than .05 are 

considered acceptable for parameter bias, and values less than .10 are considered acceptable for 

standard error bias (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). Unacceptable bias values are in bold. 

Table 27 

Parameter Bias and Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Random (Testlet) Effects Parameter 

Estimates for Conditions with Equal Pattern of Zero Testlet Effects Variances 

    Estimating Model 

    MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

Generating Model i n τ  Parameter SE Parameter SE 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 0.020 0.964 0.003 0.571 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 0.012 1.042 0.001 1.788 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 0.009 1.241 0.002 1.091 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 0.006 1.174 0.001 2.823 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = equal τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions. Absolute values less than .10 are considered 

acceptable for standard error bias. Unacceptable values are in bold. 
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Relative parameter estimation bias. For estimating model MMMT-2r, when the random 

testlet effects’ variances were generated to be zero across testlets, two factors were found to have 

small effects on the bias of the random testlet effects estimates. The number of items per testlet 

had a small effect on negative relative bias [F (1, 2996) = 46.97, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.0154]. The 

average parameter bias under the conditions with five items per testlet was −0.985 compared to 

−0.992 under the conditions with ten items per testlet. The sample size also had a small effect on 

positive bias [F (1, 2996) = 30.61, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.0101]. The average parameter bias under the 

conditions with sample size of 500 was −0.984 versus −0.990 under the conditions with n = 

1,000. As the number of items or the sample size increased, a very slightly larger magnitude of 

parameter bias was found. 

For estimating model MMMT-3r, when the variances of random testlet effects were all 

modeled to be zero, the sample size had a small effect on positive bias [F (1, 396) = 12.42, p<.01, 

2

p
η  = 0.0304]. The average parameter bias under the conditions with 500 subjects was −0.995 

compared to −0.999 under the conditions with 1,000 subjects. Although the value of 2

p
η met the 

criteria for a substantial effect, the actual difference between these two values was very small 

(0.004). 

Under estimating model MMMT-2r, when the testlet effect variances were generated to 
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be identical and equal to 0.25 across all testlets, the relative bias of the estimates of the random 

testlet effects’ variances was substantial. The primary source of negative bias appeared to be the 

number of items per testlet [F (1, 2996) = 136.70, p<.01, 
2

p
η =0.0436]. The average random 

testlet effect parameter bias under the conditions with five items per testlet was −0.837 compared 

to −0.806 under the conditions with ten items per testlet. Larger testlet size was associated with 

slightly smaller magnitude of the random testlet effects parameter bias. 

Under estimating model MMMT-3r, when the random testlet effects’ variances were 

generated to be equal to 0.25 across all testlets, the number of items per testlet had a strong effect 

on the accuracy of the random testlet effects estimates [F (1, 396) = 243.20, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 

0.3805]. The average random testlet effect bias was −0.347 when the number of items per testlet 

was five, and it was −0.220 when the number was ten. The larger the number of items per testlet, 

the less negatively biased were the estimates of the random testlet effects’ variances. 

Under estimating model MMMT-2r, when the random testlet effects’ variances were 

generated to be equal to 0.5 across all testlets, the ANOVA results indicated that the number of 

items per testlet was a significant factor that contributed to the relative bias of the random testlet 

effects’ variances [F (1, 2996) = 335.25, p<.01, 
2

p
η =0.1006]. The average relative bias between 

random testlet effects’ variances under conditions with five items per testlet was −0.668 as 
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compared to −0.612 under conditions with ten items per testlet. Again, increasing the testlet size 

was associated with a smaller degree of the relative bias. 

Under estimating model MMMT-3r, when the random testlet effects’ variances were 

generated to be equal to 0.5 across all testlets, the number of items per testlet was strongly 

related to the relative bias of the variances among the testlet effects [F (1, 396) = 561.87, p<.001, 

2

p
η  = 0.5866]. Under the conditions in which each testlet consisted of five items, the average 

relative bias was −0.336 versus −0.223 under the conditions in which each testlet had ten items. 

Thus, the larger testlet size was also found to have smaller relative bias. 

 Relative standard error estimation bias. When MMMT-2f was used to generate the data 

(that is, the generating value of random testlet effects variances was zero), positive substantial 

standard error bias was found for both the estimating models MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r. When 

the generating value of random testlet effects’ variances was nonzero, the standard error bias 

satisfied the criteria for almost all of the conditions under estimation model MMMT-2r. However, 

substantial standard error bias was found for many conditions under estimating model MMMT-3r. 

Under either estimating model MMMT-2r or MMMT-3r, all of the main effects and the two-way 

interactions were found to have significant effects on standard error bias regardless of the 

generating value of equal random testlet effects’ variances. The ANOVA results for both 
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estimating models MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r will be discussed for the three generating values. 

When the identical testlet effects variances with generating value of zero were generated, 

the ANOVA results for estimating model MMMT-2r’s estimates indicated that the number of 

items per testlet and sample size were each significantly associated with the standard error bias 

of the random testlet effects’ variance estimates [F (1, 1001) = 2469.60, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.7116; 

and F (1, 1001) = 763.60, p<.01, 
2

p
η = 0.4327, respectively]. The average standard error bias 

under the conditions with five items per testlet was −0.997 versus −0.999 under the conditions 

when there were ten items per testlet. Thus, the larger the testlet size was, the larger the 

magnitude of the negative bias. Under estimating model MMMT-2r when there were 500 

subjects, the average standard error bias was −0.997, compared to −0.998 when there were 1,000 

subjects. The larger the sample size, the very slightly worse was the negative standard error bias 

of the testlet random effects variance estimate. 

The bias was also found to depend on the interaction between the number of items per 

testlet and sample size [F (1, 1001) = 96.00, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.0875]. For both sample size 

conditions, the magnitude of the negative standard error bias tended to be larger with larger 

testlet size (that is, when the testlet consisted of more items). Under the conditions with smaller 

sample size of 500, the average standard error bias in the five items per testlet conditions was 
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−0.997 versus −0.998 for conditions with ten items per testlet. In conditions with larger sample 

size of 1,000, the average standard error bias in the five items per testlet conditions was −0.998 

versus −0.999 for conditions with ten items per testlet. The difference was 0.0010 compared to 

the difference of 0.0014 for the conditions with smaller sample size. Thus, despite the magnitude 

of the practical effect size, the difference was very small.  

The ANOVA results for the estimating model MMMT-3r estimates showed that the 

number of items per testlet and sample size was associated with the standard error bias of the 

random testlet effects’ variances estimates [F (1, 65) = 3084.75, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.9734; F (1, 65) 

= 5342.23, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.9880, respectively]. The average standard error bias under the 

conditions with five items per testlet was −0.9992 versus −0.9995 under the conditions with ten 

items per testlet. Thus, the larger the testlet size, the slightly larger was the magnitude of the 

negative bias. Under estimating model MMMT-3r containing 500 subjects, the average random 

testlet effect standard error bias was −0.9993 compared to −0.9995 when there were 1,000 

subjects. The larger the sample size, the very slightly worse was the standard error bias of the 

random testlet effects’ variance estimate. 

The bias was also found to depend on the interaction between the number of items per 

testlet and sample size [F (1, 65) = 586.06, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.9002]. For both sample size 
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conditions, the magnitude of the negative standard error bias tended to be larger with larger 

testlet size. Under the conditions with smaller sample size of 500, the average standard error bias 

in the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9991 versus −0.9994 under conditions with ten 

items per testlet. In conditions with larger sample size of 1,000, the average standard error bias 

under the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9995 compared with −0.9996 under conditions 

with ten items per testlet. The difference was 0.0001 compared with the difference of 0.0003 for 

the conditions with smaller sample size. Although the standard error bias was considered 

substantial based on the measure of practical significance, the difference in the amount of bias 

was again very small. 

When the data were generated to have equal random testlet effects’ variances with 

generating value of 0.25, the ANOVA results for estimating model MMMT-2r estimates indicated 

that the number of items per testlet and sample size were each associated with the standard error 

bias of the random testlet effects’ variances estimates [F (1, 2954) = 6171.87, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 

0.6763; and F (1, 2954) = 4641.97, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.6111, respectively]. The average standard 

error bias under the conditions with five items per testlet was −0.997 versus −0.998 under the 

conditions with ten items per testlet. Thus, the larger the testlet size, the larger was the magnitude 

of the bias. Under estimating model MMMT-2r with 500 subjects, the average standard error bias 
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was −0.997 compared to −0.998 when there were 1,000 subjects. The larger the sample size, the 

very slightly worse was the standard error bias of the testlet random effect.  

The bias was also found to depend on the interaction effect between the number of items 

per testlet and sample size [F (1, 2954) = 183.60, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.0585]. For both sample size 

conditions, the magnitude of the negative standard error bias tended to be larger with larger 

testlet size. Under the conditions with smaller sample size of 500, the average standard error bias 

under the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9968 versus −0.9979 under conditions with ten 

items per testlet. Under conditions with larger sample size of 1,000, the average standard error 

bias in the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9977 compared with −0.9985 under conditions 

with ten items per testlet. The difference was 0.0011 compared with the difference of 0.0008 for 

the conditions with smaller sample size. Although the standard error bias was considered 

substantial based on the measure of practical significance, the difference in the bias was very 

small. 

The ANOVA results for the estimating model MMMT-3r estimates showed that the 

number of items per testlet and sample size were each associated with the standard error bias of 

the random testlet effect variance estimates [F (1, 396) = 1463.62, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.7871; and F (1, 

396) = 16757.5, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.9769, respectively]. The average standard error bias under the 
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conditions with five items per testlet was −0.9992 versus −0.9993 under the conditions with ten 

items per testlet. Thus, the larger the testlet size, the larger was the magnitude of the bias. Under 

MMMT-3r with 500 subjects, the average random testlet effect standard error bias was −0.9991 

compared to −0.9994 when there were 1,000 subjects. The larger the sample size, the worse was 

the standard error bias of the testlet random effect.  

The bias was also found to depend on the interaction effect between the number of items 

per testlet and sample size [F (1, 396) = 35.88, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.0831]. For both sample size 

conditions, the magnitude of the negative standard error bias tended to be larger with larger 

testlet size. Under the conditions with smaller sample size of 500, the average standard error bias 

under the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9991 versus −0.9992 under conditions with ten 

items per testlet. Under conditions with larger sample size of 1,000, the average standard error 

bias in the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9993 compared with −0.9994 under conditions 

with ten items per testlet. The difference was 0.00007 compared with the difference of 0.00009 

for the conditions with smaller sample size. Although the standard error bias was considered 

practical substantial, the difference in the bias was very small. It should be noted that the cutoff 

of 0.01 for 2

p
η

 
resulted in effects with very small practical significance. 

When the generating data have equal random testlet effects’ variances with generating 
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value of 0.5, the ANOVA results for estimating model MMMT-2r estimates revealed that the 

number of items per testlet and sample size were each associated with the standard error bias of 

the random testlet effect variance estimates [F (1, 2996) = 4547.92, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.6029; and F 

(1, 2996) = 6703.17, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.6911, respectively]. The average standard error bias under 

the conditions with five items per testlet was −0.997 versus −0.998 under the conditions with ten 

items per testlet. Thus, the larger the testlet size, the larger was the magnitude of the bias. Under 

the estimating model MMMT-2r with 500 subjects, the average standard error bias was −0.997 

compared to −0.998 when there were 1,000 subjects. The larger the sample size, the very slightly 

worse was the standard error bias of the testlet random effect.  

The bias was also found to depend on the interaction effect between the number of items 

per testlet and sample size [F (1, 2996) = 112.57, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.0362]. For both sample size 

conditions, the magnitude of the negative standard error bias tended to be larger with larger 

testlet size. Under the conditions with smaller sample size of 500, the average standard error bias 

under the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9964 versus −0.9973 under conditions with ten 

items per testlet. Under conditions with larger sample size of 1,000, the average standard error 

bias in the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9975 compared with −0.9981 under conditions 

with ten items per testlet. The difference was 0.0006 compared with the difference of 0.0009 for 
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the conditions with smaller sample size. Although the standard error bias was considered 

substantial based on the measure of practical significance, the difference in the bias was trivial. 

The ANOVA results for the estimating model MMMT-3r estimates revealed that the 

numbers of items per testlet and sample size were each associated with the standard error bias of 

the random testlet effects’ variances estimates [F (1, 396) = 47.56, p<.01, 
2

p
η =0.1072; and F (1, 

396) = 16975.2, p<.01, 
2

p
η  = 0.9772, respectively]. The average standard error bias under the 

conditions with five items per testlet was −0.99907 versus −0.99909 under the conditions with 

ten items per testlet. Thus, the larger the testlet size, the larger was the magnitude of the bias. 

Under MMMT-3r when there were 500 subjects, the average standard error bias was −0.9989 

compared to −0.9992 when there were 1,000 subjects. The larger the sample size, the worse was 

the standard error bias of the testlet random effect.  

The bias was also found to depend on the interaction effect between the number of items 

per testlet and sample size [F (1, 396) = 18.96, p<.01, 
2

p
η = 0.0457]. For both sample size 

conditions, the magnitude of the negative standard error bias tended to be larger with testlets 

consisting of five items. Under the conditions with sample size of 500, the average standard error 

bias under the five items per testlet conditions was −0.99894 compared to −0.99891 under 

conditions with ten items per testlet. With a sample size of 1,000, the average standard error bias 
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under the five items per testlet conditions was −0.99925 versus −0.99924 under conditions with 

ten items per testlet. The difference with a larger sample size was 0.00001, compared to a 

difference of 0.00003 under the conditions with smaller sample size. Although the standard error 

bias was considered substantial based on the measure of practical significance, the difference in 

the bias was negligible.  

Unequal Pattern of Random Testlet Effects’ Variances 

Table 28 presents descriptive statistics for random testlet effect estimates for conditions 

under which variances of random testlet effects differ across testlets. The random testlet effects’ 

variance estimates were not recovered well when the testlet effects variances differed. Table 29 

presents the relative bias for conditions under which testlet effects variances differed. 

Relative parameter estimation bias. Under estimating model MMMT-2r, when the 

random testlet effects’ variances were unequal across testlets, the number of items per testlet was 

related to the relative bias [F (1, 5993) = 1995.61, p<.001, 2

p
η  = 0.0241]. The average standard 

error bias under the conditions with five items per testlet was −0.7546 versus −0.7066 under the 

conditions with ten items per testlet. Thus, the larger the testlet size, the smaller was the 

magnitude of the bias. The average generating value of the random testlet effects’ variances was 

also found to be strongly related to the random testlet effects’ variances estimation [F (1, 5993) = 
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1995.61, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.2498]. When the average random testlet effects’ variances was 0.25, the 

average random testlet effect relative bias was −0.824 compared to −0.653 when the average was 

0.5. The larger the average of random testlet effects’ variances, the less was the relative 

parameter bias of the testlet random effect. 

Under estimating model MMMT-3r, when the random testlet effects’ variances were 

generated to be unequal across testlets, the number of items per testlet was found to have a 

substantial effect on the negative relative bias [F (1, 793) = 703.52, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.4701]. When 

the number of items per testlet was five, the average relative bias of random testlet effect was 

−0.339 compared to −0.207 when the number of items per testlet was ten. It appeared that the 

smaller the number of items per testlet, the greater was the magnitude of the negative relative 

parameter bias associated with the testlet random effect. 

Relative standard error estimation bias. The ANOVA results for estimating model 

MMMT-2r estimates revealed that all of the main effects and two-way interaction effects had 

substantial effects on the standard error bias. The number of items per testlets [F (1, 5850) = 

7280.85, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.5545], the sample size, [F (1, 5850) = 7743.74, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.5697] 

and the average generating value of the random testlet effects’ variances [F (1, 5850) =1740.01, 

p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.2293] had substantial effects on the standard error bias. The average standard 
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error bias when the number of items per testlet was five was −0.997 compared to −0.998 when 

the number was ten. Under the condition of a sample size of 500, the average testlet random 

effect standard error bias was −0.997 compared to −0.998 when the sample size was 1,000. 

Under the conditions with a smaller average of random testlet effects’ variances ( 0.25γτ = ), the 

average standard error bias was −0.998 versus −0.997 for conditions with a larger average of 

random testlet effects’ variances ( 0.5γτ = ). The larger the testlet size, the larger the sample size, 

and the smaller the average value of random testlet effects’ variances, the worse was the standard 

error bias of the testlet random effect. All of the differences were, however, found to be of very 

small practical significance. 

In addition to the main effects, the interaction between the number of items per testlet and 

the sample size was substantially related to the standard error bias [F (1, 5850) = 237.24, p<.01, 

2

p
η  = 0.0390]. For both sample size conditions, the magnitude of the negative standard error bias 

tended to be larger with larger testlet size. Under the conditions with smaller sample size of 500, 

the average standard error bias under the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9966 versus 

−0.9976 under conditions with ten items per testlet. Under conditions with a larger sample size of 

1,000, the average standard error bias under the five items per testlet conditions was −0.9976 

compared with −0.9983 under conditions with ten items per testlet. The difference was 0.0007 
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compared with the difference of 0.001 for the conditions with smaller sample size. Although the 

standard error bias was considered substantial based on the measure of practical significance, the 

practical difference in the bias was small.  

Under estimating model MMMT-3r, the ANOVA results indicated that all of the main 

effects and two-way interactions were found to have substantial effects on the standard error bias 

of the random testlet effects. The number of items per testlets [ F (1, 792) = 292.09, p<.01, 2

p
η  

= 0.2694], the sample size [ F (1, 792) = 30317.2, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.9745], and the average 

generating value of random testlet effects’ variances [ F (1, 792) = 8122.40, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.9112] 

had a substantial effect on the standard error bias. The average random testlet effect standard 

error bias when the number of items per testlet was five −0.99914 compared to −0.99917 when 

the number was ten. Under the condition of a sample size of 500, the average testlet random 

effect standard error bias was −0.9990 compared to −0.9993 when the sample size was 1,000. 

Under the conditions with a smaller average of random testlet effects’ variances ( 0.25γτ = ), the 

average standard error bias was –0.9991 versus –0.9992 for conditions with a larger average of 

random testlet effects’ variances ( 0.5γτ = ). The larger the testlet size, the larger the sample size, 

and the larger the average value of random testlet effects’ variances, the worse was the standard 

error bias of the testlet random effect. However, all of the differences were found to be of little 
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practical significance. 

In addition to the main effects, the interaction between the number of items per testlet and 

the sample size was related to the standard error bias [F (1, 792) = 14.77, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.0183]. 

The magnitude of the negative standard error bias was larger with larger testlet size for both the 

500-subjects and 1,000-subjects conditions. Under conditions with 500 subjects, the average 

standard error bias with 5 items per testlet was −0.9989 versus −0.9990 under the conditions with 

10 items per testlet. Under conditions with 1,000 subjects, the average standard error bias with 

five items per testlet was −0.99929 versus −0.99931 under conditions with ten items per testlet. 

The difference with 500 subjects was 0.00004 versus 0.00002 under the conditions with 1,000 

subjects. Although the 2

p
η  cutoff for practical significance indicated a small effect, the 

difference between these differences was negligible. 

The interaction between the number of items per testlet and the average value of the 

random testlet effects’ variances was also found to be substantially related to the standard error 

bias [F (1, 792) =766.58, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.4918]. For both testlet size conditions, the magnitude 

of the negative standard error bias tended to be larger, with a smaller average generating value of 

random testlet effects’ variances. Under the conditions with smaller testlet size, the average 

standard error bias with the average value of 0.25 of random testlet effects’ variances conditions 
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was −0.9992 versus −0.9991 for conditions with the value of 0.5. Under conditions with larger 

testlet size, the average standard error bias with the average value of 0.25 of random testlet 

effects’ variances conditions was −0.9993 compared with −0.9991 for conditions with average 

generating value of random testlet effects’ variances of 0.5. The difference was 0.0002 compared 

with the difference of 0.0001 for the conditions with smaller number of items per testlet. Thus, 

again the differences were insignificant. 

Finally, the interaction between the sample size and the average value of the random 

testlet effects’ variances was found to be substantially related to the standard error bias [F (1, 792) 

= 264.42, p<.01, 2

p
η  = 0.2503]. For both sample size conditions, the magnitude of the negative 

standard error bias tended to be larger with a smaller average generating value of random testlet 

effects’ variances. Under the conditions with smaller sample size of 500, the average standard 

error bias with the generating value of 0.25 of random testlet effects’ variances conditions was 

−0.99901 versus −0.99892 for conditions with the value of 0.5. Under conditions with larger 

sample size of 1,000, the average standard error bias with the smaller average generating value 

of random testlet effects’ variances was −0.99936 compared with −0.99924 for conditions with a 

larger average generating value. The difference was 0.00012 compared with the difference of 

0.00009 for the conditions with smaller sample size. Although the negative standard error bias 
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was consistently substantial, the difference in the degree of bias across conditions was very 

small. 
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Table 28 

Descriptive Statistics for Random Testlet Effects with Unequal Generating Value Pattern in MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r 

    Estimating Model 

    MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

Generating 
Model 

 
 

i 

 
 

n τ  

True Value 

for lower γτ  Mean SD 

True Value for 

median γτ  Mean SD 

True Value 
for higher 

γτ  Mean SD Mean SD 

MMMT-2r 5 500 0.250 0.125 0.081 0.032 0.250 0.163 0.061 0.375 0.256 0.067 0.166 0.026 
MMMT-2r 5 500 0.500 0.250 0.162 0.044 0.500 0.338 0.060 0.750 0.495 0.078 0.332 0.027 

MMMT-2r 5 1000 0.250 0.125 0.076 0.027 0.250 0.164 0.041 0.375 0.252 0.046 0.167 0.017 
MMMT-2r 5 1000 0.500 0.250 0.158 0.029 0.500 0.328 0.037 0.750 0.491 0.053 0.325 0.021 

MMMT-2r 10 500 0.250 0.125 0.094 0.039 0.250 0.202 0.064 0.375 0.299 0.044 0.200 0.023 
MMMT-2r 10 500 0.500 0.250 0.198 0.050 0.500 0.389 0.076 0.750 0.580 0.057 0.392 0.032 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 0.250 0.125 0.097 0.027 0.250 0.192 0.037 0.375 0.300 0.032 0.200 0.018 
MMMT-2r 10 1000 0.500 0.250 0.193 0.030 0.500 0.396 0.050 0.750 0.583 0.045 0.392 0.021 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = equal τ across testlets; the total number of items per test is 50 across 

conditions.  
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Table 29 

Relative Bias of Parameter for Standard Error (SE) Estimates for Random (Testlet) Effects Parameter Estimates for Conditions 

with Unequal Pattern of Testlet Effects Variances 

 

     Estimating Model 

                  MMMT-2r              MMMT-3r 

Generating 
Model 

 
 

i 

 
    

n τ  

Low 

γτ  Parm. SE 

True 
Md 

γτ  Parm. SE 

High 

γτ  Parm. SE Parm.  SE 

MMMT-2r 5 500 0.250 0.125 –0.351 0.443 0.250 –0.350 0.054 0.375 –0.320 0.107 –0.337 0.071 
MMMT-2r 5 500 0.500 0.250 –0.351 0.177 0.500 –0.323 0.069 0.750 –0.344 0.137 –0.335 0.145 
MMMT-2r 5 1000 0.250 0.125 –0.392 0.311 0.250 –0.342 0.071 0.375 –0.326 0.138 –0.334 0.110 
MMMT-2r 5 1000 0.500 0.250 –0.368 0.148 0.500 –0.344 0.099 0.750 –0.356 0.133 –0.350 0.019 
MMMT-2r 10 500 0.250 0.125 –0.248 0.114 0.250 –0.193 0.056 0.375 –0.219 –0.059 –0.199 0.083 
MMMT-2r 10 500 0.500 0.250 –0.209 0.007 0.500 –0.221 0.156 0.750 –0.249 0.001 –0.216 –0.014 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 0.250 0.125 –0.225 0.016 0.250 –0.233 0.085 0.375 –0.211 0.137 –0.199 –0.001 
MMMT-2r 10 1000 0.500 0.250 –0.227 –0.001 0.500 –0.208 –0.022 0.750 –0.229 0.070 –0.216 0.075 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = equal τ across testlets; the total number of items per test is 50 across 

conditions; Parm. = parameter; Md = Median. Absolute relative bias values lower than .05 are considered acceptable for 
parameter bias, and values less than .10 are considered acceptable for standard error bias (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). 

Unacceptable bias values are in bold. 
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Fit Indices 

Presented in Table 30 are the means of the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and 

Schwarz’s Bayesian Criterion (SBC) fit indices estimated under each of the MMMT-2f, 

MMMT-2r, and MMMT-3r models for each condition. Also, Table 31 shows the percentage of 

replications in which the correct model was identified using AIC or SBC. Generally, regardless 

of the values of the variances, when the testlet effects variances were identical across the testlets, 

SBC performed better in terms of its capability to identify the correct model. Except under 

conditions 4, 9, and 14, SBC had more power than did AIC to identify the correct model as the 

best fitting model across all conditions. However, for conditions 4, 9, and 14, the differences in 

the percentages of replications in which AIC was better than SBC in identifying the correct 

model was small (1% for conditions 4 and 14; 2% for condition 9; see Table 1 for detailed 

description of conditions). Note that the factors distinguishing these conditions are the number of 

items per testlet and sample size. 

In addition, Table 31 shows information about the percentages of replications in which 

AIC and SBC led to selection of an over- or under-parameterized model. When MMMT-2f was 

the generating model (conditions 1, 6, 11, and 16; that is, the generating value of the random 

testlet effects’ variances was zero across testlets), MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r were 

over-parameterized models. When MMMT-2r was the generating model (conditions 4, 5, 9, 10, 

14, 15, 19, and 20; that is, the patterns of the random testlet effects’ variances were unequal and 

the generating value was nonzero), MMMT-2f and MMMT-3r were under-parameterized models. 

When MMMT-3r was the generating model (conditions 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, and 18; that is, the 

patterns of the random testlet effects’ variances were equal and the generating value was 
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nonzero), MMMT-2f and MMMT-2r were under- and over-parameterized models, respectively. 

However, when MMMT-3r was the generating model, the over-parameterized model MMMT-2r 

was identified more often as the correct model than was the under-parameterized model 

MMMT-2f. SBC correctly identified the generating model as the best fitting model more than the 

AIC did across seventeen out of twenty conditions. 
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Table 30 

Means for Goodness of Fit Indices 

    Estimating Model 

 

Generating 
Model 

 

 

i 

 

 

n τ  MMMT-2f MMMT-2r MMMT-3r 

    AIC SBC AIC SBC AIC SBC 

MMMT-2f 5 500 0 119500.8 119500.8 119394.2 119409.2  119484.2  119485.0 
MMMT-3r 5 500 .25 118889.6  118889.6 118237.9 118279.0  118167.3  118171.5 

MMMT-3r 5 500 .50 118232.6  118232.6 117381.3 117423.4  117317.2  117321.4 
MMMT-2r 5 500 .25 118823.1  118823.1 118228.2 118267.0  118100.0  118104.2 

MMMT-2r 5 500 .50 118320.9  118320.9 117610.5 117652.2 117404.3  117408.5 

MMMT-2f 5 1000 0 238915.5  238915.5 238769.4 238785.2  238909.4  238908.7 
MMMT-3r 5 1000 .25 237391.8  237391.8 236018.6 236067.2  235929.1  235934.0 

MMMT-3r 5 1000 .50 236306.8  236306.8 234534.1 234583.2  234464.8  234469.7 
MMMT-2r 5 1000 .25 237545.7  237545.7 236307.5 236354.5  236073.3  236078.2 
MMMT-2r 5 1000 .50 236373.4  236373.4 234915.3 234964.2  234563.0  234567.9 

MMMT-2f 10 500 0 119573.4  119573.4 119519.1 119526.6  119577.2  119578.2 
MMMT-3r 10 500 .25 118937.8  118937.8 118476.5 118497.6  118459.7  118463.9 

MMMT-3r 10 500 .50 118442.4  118442.4 118215.6 118236.7  118208.8  118213.0 

MMMT-2r 10 500 .25 118909.5  118909.6 118536.4 118557.2  118443.5  118447.7 
MMMT-2r 10 500 .50 118458.6  118458.6 118360.4 118381.5  118249.3  118253.5 

MMMT-2f 10 1000 0 238915.0 238915.0 238848.2 238855.5  238929.7  238930.7 
MMMT-3r 10 1000 .25 237688.9  237688.9 236732.0 236756.5  236722.2  236727.1 
MMMT-3r 10 1000 .50 236578.8  236578.8 236091.3 236115.8  236091.0  236095.9 

MMMT-2r 10 1000 .25 237784.9  237784.9 236980.4 237004.9  236809.3  236814.2 
MMMT-2r 10 1000 .50 236883.9  236883.9 236635.6 236660.1  236411.4  236416.3 

Note. i = number of items per testlet; n = sample size; τ = average τ across testlets; the total 

number of items per test is 50 across conditions.
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Table 31 

The Percentage of Replications of Identifying Correct, Under-parameterized, and Over-parameterized Model(s) for AIC and SBC 

Model(s)  Under-parameterized Correct Over-parameterized 
Condition  AIC% SBC% AIC% SBC% AIC% SBC% 

1 * N/A* N/A* 0 1 100 99 
2  0 0 88 98 12 2 
3  0 0 98 100 2 0 
4 ** 99 100 1 0 N/A** N/A** 
5 ** 100 100 0 0 N/A** N/A** 
6 * N/A* N/A* 0 2 100 98 
7  0 0 84 96 16 4 
8  0 0 96 99 4 1 
9 ** 98 100 2 0 N/A** N/A** 

10 ** 99 99 1 1 N/A** N/A** 
11 * N/A* N/A* 6 9 94 91 
12  0 0 69 94 31 6 
13  2 2 68 94 30 4 
14 ** 99 100 1 0 N/A** N/A** 
15 ** 100 100 0 0 N/A** N/A** 
16 * N/A* N/A* 3 6 97 94 
17  0 0 61 84 39 16 
18  0 0 43 94 57 6 
19 ** 100 100 0 0 N/A** N/A** 
20 ** 100 100 0 0 N/A** N/A** 

Note. * indicates MMMT-2f was the generating model, and both the MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r estimating models were over-parameterized. 

** indicates MMMT-2r was the generating model, and both the MMMT-2f and MMMT-3r estimating models were under-parameterized. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

Three sections are included in this chapter. The first section summarizes the 

results of the simulation study. The second section presents limitations of the current 

study and recommendations for future research. The third section includes 

recommendations for practitioners and insights for methodological researchers. 

Summary of Results  

 The present simulation study was design to assess the performance of two 

multilevel measurement testlet models (MMMTs). Beretvas and Walker’s (2008) 

two-level MMMT model and Jiao, Wang and Kamata’s (2005) three-level model were 

compared. The manipulated conditions included the number of items per testlet, 

sample size, and the pattern of the testlet effects’ variances. Relative bias for 

parameter and standard error estimates was investigated. A minimum cutoff for 

practical significance of 2

Pη  = .01 was used. This effect size cutoff resulted in the 

detection of effects with very small practical significance. Discussion of the 

simulation results will address, first, fixed item and testlet effects, second, random 

testlet effects, and third, model fit.  

Regardless of the generating values for fixed item effects of the estimating model, 

no problems were encountered when the generating model was the MMMT-2f. 

However, when the generating model included random testlet effects (MMMT-2r or 
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MMMT-3r), parameter estimation was negatively biased. Unfortunately, no distinct 

pattern across manipulated conditions was found as the source of the MMMT-3r 

model’s estimation bias, because neither substantial main effects nor interaction 

effects were found for the conditions investigated here. However, when assuming 

MMMT-2f or MMMT-2r, for data generated to fit either the MMMT-2r or MMMT-3r 

models, the pattern of the random testlet effects variances was the primary factor that 

accounted for the underestimation of fixed item or fixed testlet parameters (with 

nonzero true values) that was found. Regardless of whether the variances of the 

random testlet effects were equal or unequal across testlets, the larger the average was 

of the testlet effects’ variances, the larger the magnitude of the relative bias. For fixed 

testlet effects with zero generating values, no factors were found to have substantial 

effects on the bias. 

In terms of the fixed item effects parameter estimation in this study, the results 

were consistent with what was found by Jiao et al. (2005). Under MMMT-3r, the 

larger the magnitude was of the random test effects’ variance, the larger the bias. In 

addition, when MMMT-2r was the estimating model, the substantial effect of the 

pattern of the random testlet effects variances was only found when the item 

difficulty’s true generating value was −1.0 and −1.5. When the items were further 

from an item difficulty of zero, then the person-specific testlet effects were found to 
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have greater influence on parameter estimation. Although the values of item difficulty 

were generated to range from −1.5 up to 0.5 in the present study, the range of item 

difficulties could be wider in real-world datasets. It is expected that if harder items 

had been included in the study, the substantial effect of the pattern of the random 

testlet effects variances would be expected for harder items (that is, for items with 

difficulties that were further from zero in the positive direction). Future research 

should explore this hypothesis.  

The relative bias of the (item and testlet) fixed effects’ standard error estimates 

was insubstantial across conditions and estimating models. Additionally, only a few 

simulated conditions resulted in substantial standard error bias for the fixed testlet 

effect parameters, although the amounts only just exceeded Hoogland and Boomsma’s 

criteria (see, for example, Table 21).  

When no variability in the testlet effects was generated, (that is, τ = 0 and 

MMMT-2f was the generating model), no substantial relative parameter bias was 

found for the random testlet effects variances with either MMMT-2r or MMMT-3r as 

the estimating model. However, when the random testlet effects’ variances were equal 

and nonzero across all testlets (that is, MMMT-3r was the generating model), larger 

testlet size led to a decrease in the negative bias of the random testlet effects’ 

variances under MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r. When the variances of the random testlet 
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effects differed across testlets (for MMMT-2r-generated datasets), substantial negative 

bias was found across all conditions and when both the MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r 

were the estimating models. When the correct MMMT-2r model was used to estimate 

parameters, the larger the average was of random testlet effect variances and the larger  

the testlet size was, the less biased were the testlet random effects variances. When 

MMMT-3r was the estimating model, more bias was found for conditions whose 

testlets were made up of fewer items. That is, when the testlet consisted of fewer 

items, the variance of the person-specific testlet effects was underestimated.  

 In terms of the positive standard error bias of the random testlet effects’ 

variances, no matter which models was used to generate the datasets, the number of 

items per testlet and sample size were significant factors under both MMMT-2r and 

MMMT-3r. For both MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r, the larger the testlet size was and the 

larger the sample size was, the very slightly worse was the negative standard error 

bias of the testlet random effects’ variance.  

Also, with the MMMT-2r-generated datasets, the smaller average value of 

random testlet effects’ variances resulted in a slightly larger magnitude of the negative 

standard error bias for MMMT-2r, unlike the larger average value of random testlet 

effects’ variances for MMMT-3r. In addition to the main effects, the interaction 

between the number of items per testlet and sample size also explained the standard 
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error bias under MMMT-2r. Under MMMT-3r, the interaction between the number of 

items per testlet and the sample size and the interaction between the number of items 

per testlet and the average value of the random testlet effects’ variances were found to 

be substantially related to the standard error bias. Although those main and interaction 

effects were both statistically and practically significant based on the measure of 

practical significance, the difference in the bias was very small. The group means only 

differed at the fifth decimal place, but the standard errors of the group means (that is, 

the mean of conditions with five-items-per-testlet versus mean of conditions with 

ten-items-per-testlet or the mean of conditions with 500 subjects versus mean of 

conditions with 1,000 subjects, etc.) were much smaller than that, making them 

significant factors. 

For estimating models MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r, larger testlet sizes or overall 

sample sizes were associated with more negative standard errors bias for the random 

testlet effects’ variances. This result could be explained by the design effect in cluster 

sampling. Given a fixed total sample size, the smaller size of clusters (compared 

obviously to a larger number of clusters) would generally be preferred to the same 

total sample size with a smaller number of clusters (Kalton, 1983). Therefore, 

controlling for total sample size, it would be expected that conditions with a lower 

number of level-one units (items) would yield better results in terms of estimation 
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than would conditions with a smaller number of level-two units (i.e. testlets). That is, 

given the total number of items of 50, having ten testlets with five items per testlet 

would be better for parameter recovery than including ten items from each of five 

testlets.  

When no random testlet effects were generated, the more parameterized models 

MMMT-2r and MMMT-3r exhibited better fit. When the values of the random testlet 

effects’ variances differed, the less parameterized and incorrect models MMMT-2f 

and MMMT-3r were identified as better fitting than the correct MMMT-2r. The results 

were contrary to expectations, because the data-generated models MMMT-2f and 

MMMT-2r were not identified as best fitting. When the values of the random testlet 

effects’ variances were identical across testlets, the correct model MMMT-3r was 

chosen consistently, as expected. SBC performed better than did AIC in correctly 

identifying MMMT-3r or MMMT-2f as the best fitting model. The result is consistent 

with previous research that found that Bayesian model averaging, as is done with 

Schwarz’s Bayesian Criterion, has been found to function better than do other 

methods in terms of correct model selection (Raftery & Zheng, 2003). For those 

unexpected scenarios (MMMT-2f-generated and MMMT-2r-generated models), future 

research should investigate whether additional information criterions have better 

ability for correct model identification (Gurka, 2006). 
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In summary, no matter what the estimating model was, when the generating 

model included random testlet effects (MMMT-2r or MMMT-3r), parameter 

estimation of fixed effects was negatively biased. The pattern of random testlet effects’ 

variances was the primary factor accounting for underestimation bias. No matter 

whether the random testlet effects’ variances varied across testlets or not, the larger 

the average was of the random testlet effects’ variances, the larger the magnitude was 

of the relative bias. In terms of the random testlet effects’ variances, longer testlet 

length led to a decrease in negative parameter bias under the MMMT-3r-generated 

datasets. With unequal variances generated, the MMMT-2r estimates were 

consistently more negatively biased than were those of MMMT-3r for the shorter 

testlet length conditions and smaller true value of 
Tuτ .The MMMT-3r SE estimates of 

random testlet effects were more biased, for the most part, as compared to the 

MMMT-2r estimates under the MMMT-2f- and MMMT-3r-generated datasets. 

Limitations and Directions for Future Research  

 This study entailed preliminary research designed to investigate the effectiveness 

of estimation using an alternative multilevel measurement model for testlets (Beretvas 

& Walker, 2008). Testlet effects could be modeled as fixed, random, or non-randomly 

varying in Beretvas and Walker’s (2008) two-level MMMT model. However, no 

further research has been done in terms of assessing how well this model performs. A 
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comparison was made of estimation of MMMT parameters versus parameters 

estimated assuming Jiao et al.’s (2005) three-level model in which the testlet effects 

were treated as random, in terms of parameter recovery and model fit. There are 

several limitations of the present study. 

To simplify the complexity of this study, equal numbers of items per testlet were 

modeled, using five or ten per testlet to represent short and long testlet lengths. 

However, this condition is unlikely in real world testing scenarios. Future research 

should investigate conditions including different numbers of items among testlets 

rather than equal testlet sizes. Another limitation is that no individual items were 

included in the test; that is, all items were part of a testlet. It might be unrealistic in 

the context of a real world large scale testing program to expect to find tests that 

include only testlet items.  

However, neither scenario must hold in order to use MMMT. Future research 

could extend the present study by including non-testlet items and testlets of unequal 

size.  

In this study, all of the testlets were assumed to include random effects. Future 

research might relax the restriction. That is, the fully random (person-specific) testlet 

effects model can be adjusted such that only a subset of testlet effects is modeled as 

random. 
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In addition, the item and testlet difficulties in the present study ranged from −1.5 

to 0.5. Harder items (or testlets) and a wider range of difficulty levels could be 

modeled in future research to examine how the resulting parameter estimation might 

perform. 

Moreover, the present study used RSPL estimation. Future research should 

consider other estimation procedures including RMPL, MSPL, MMPL, 

likelihood-based methods with LAPLACE, likelihood estimation based on QUAD, 

and Bayesian estimation methods to investigate which estimation procedures might 

produce optimal results. 

For conditions with a nonzero equal pattern of random testlet effects’ variance, 

MMMT-2r outperformed MMMT-2f and MMMT-3r on fixed effects and random 

testlet effects, as expected. However, for data generated to fit the MMMT-2r model, it 

was surprising to see that MMMT-3r yielded less standard error bias in random testlet 

effects’ variances than did MMMT-2r for the shorter testlet length and smaller true 

value of 
Tuτ conditions. It is unclear why this happened, and future research should 

explain whether this result was a function of the estimation procedure and whether the 

results generalize across additional design conditions.  

The item (and testlet) difficulties were assumed constant across items (and 

testlets) in the present study. If substantial item-effect or person-ability variability 
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were found, a simple extension of the modeling framework could be included to 

model person-level characteristics as the source of DIF, DTF, and impact, 

simultaneously.  

Finally, one limitation of these MMMTs is that these models assume 

independence between examinee ability and person-specific testlet effects. Paek, Yon, 

Wilson, and Kang (2009) investigated the impact of the violation of this assumption 

under MMMT-3r. They found that person-ability variance was largely affected, 

especially when testlet effect was large and the correlation between testlet effect and 

person ability was high. Although the violation of the assumption has been explored, 

the robustness to violations of this assumption when using MMMT-2r should be 

investigated as well. 

One of the primary benefits of this model is its simple extension to include a 

higher level of clustering. Although only two levels (items and persons) were modeled 

here, the dependencies resulting from examinees’ clustering, such as within 

classrooms and/or schools, could be modeled and tested in future research. However, 

more simulations with a variety of conditions are required before the fixed and 

random multilevel measurement models for testlets can be recommended for use in a 

practical setting.   

 Summary 
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Modeling LID has been widely discussed in previous studies (for example, 

Bradlow, Wainer, and Wang, 1999; Wang, Bradlow, and Wainer, 2002; Wang, Cheng, 

and Wilson, 2005). Jiao, Wang, and Kamata (2005) proposed a three-level MMMT in 

which items are nested within testlets, and then testlets are nested with persons. 

Testlet effects were modeled as random in many previous studies involving LID 

(Bradlow, Wainer, and Wang, 1999; Wang, Bradlow, and Wainer, 2002; Wang, Cheng, 

and Wilson, 2005; Jiao, Wang, and Kamata, 2005). However, item effects were 

usually modeled as fixed—that is, examinees with the same ability level were 

modeled to have the same probability of answering an item correctly. Therefore, it is 

also important that the testlet effect can be modeled as fixed, as is possible with 

MMMT-2f or restricted forms of MMMT-2r. Moreover, modeling testlet effects as 

random implies testlets are being sampled from a larger population of testlets. 

However, we are typically more interested in a particular set of items or testlets that 

are being used in an assessment. However, no study has been conducted to access how 

estimation under this proposed model performs. The primary purpose of this study 

was to investigate the performance of the alternative MMMTs (MMMT-2f and 

MMMT-2r) and to compare the performance of these alternative MMMTs with Jiao et 

al.’s (2005) proposed MMMT-3r.  

Based on the results of the present simulation study, it is possible to conclude 
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that MMMT-2r yielded the least parameter bias in its estimation of fixed item effects, 

fixed testlet effects, and random testlet effects for conditions with a nonzero equal 

pattern of random testlet effects’ variance. However, when the unequal random testlet 

effects’ variances were generated, MMMT-2r was associated with worse SE bias than 

was MMMT-3r for the conditions with a smaller average true 
Tuτ value and shorter 

testlet length. In addition, from a modeling perspective, MMMT-2r allows the greatest 

flexibility in terms of modeling the testlet effects as fixed, random, or both.  

MMMT-2r not only models the random testlet effects as in other TRT models but also 

the fixed testlet effect. In traditional TRT models and MMMT-3r, the random testlet 

effect varying across persons is interpreted as a supplementary dimension along with 

the primary dimension (ability) intended to be measure in a test. Only one random 

testlet effect is modeled in TRT models and MMMT-3r, but MMMT-2r allows each 

testlet to have its own random testlet effect. Moreover, it is possible that the common 

stimulus has influence on those testlet items’ difficulties; therefore, it is important to 

include fixed testlet effects. Another important benefit supporting use of the two-level 

MMMT over the three-level MMMT has to do with its flexibility in terms of 

including higher levels of clustering (for example, classroom or school) into the 

modeling of item responses, because only a third level would be necessary rather than 

a fourth.  
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With the increasing popularity of testlets’ use in educational assessments, 

researchers must understand the impact on parameter estimation of modeling testlet 

effects as fixed versus random. It is hoped that the present study introduces applied 

researchers to approaches in multilevel measurement modeling for testlets that may 

prove to be more appropriate for their own interests under various modeling 

conditions. It is also hoped that the present study encourages researchers to identify 

differences among the TRT models and to select the model that best matches their 

research questions and assumptions. There is still room for much future research on 

MMMTs and their estimation. 
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